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“Home of the Spanish Serenaders”
Dancing Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays

To Which He Harks Back
From His Present Home
In California.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I am receiving your paper regu
larly and very much enjoy reading
it. I regard it as one of the best
papers in Maine. Knox County news
Change of Music Saturday Evening
is well taken care of by your many
interesting correspondents. I should
Ideal Dancing Conditions Under the Big Tent
like to see more news items from
Port Clyde, my old home town. If
Cool, Airy, Beautifully Decorated—Finest Floor in Maine
the correspondent sees this, he will be
reminded how anxious people are,
CAFETERIA SERVICE
SPECTATORS’ SEATS
living away out here on the Pacific
Card Parties.and Picnics For Afternoons Solicited—Catering When Desired.
Coast, to hear from home.
The weather in Los Angeles is all
The new proprietors of Ding-Dong—Raymond Perry, Sidney Bird and Harlan Atherton—invite your patron
that can be desired—no rain, no heat,
age and Promise Complete Service
just right for comfort, with plenty
of sunshine. Business is good and
Telephone Rockland 21-4
Auto Service
building goes on apace. The Herald
is authority for the statement that
there has been one house finished
paininniiiM^nMnni^^
every two hours since Jan. 1. Prob
ably very near the truth. Building
is on a scale so vast and covers so
THREE-TIMES-AWEEK
much territory that it is hard to keep
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable to track of it. One thing is sure, the
advance; single copies three cents
city is growing rapidly.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
The 151st birthday anniversary of
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
the Declaration of Independence was
The Rockland Gazette was established In celebrated here in various ways. One
’848. In 1874 the Courier was established event worth noticing by Maine peo
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882
The Free Press was established In 1855. and ple who lead in the prohibition move
in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. ment was a meeting of tiie Southern
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
’California drys at Sycamore Grove.
Rev. Boh 'Shuler, pastor of Trinity
Methodist Church of Los Angeles,
••• gave an address. He is one of the
We judge ourselves by what we feel
best speakers in America and gives
— capable of doing, while others judge —
/be wets no’ quarter. Another in
••• us by what we have already done — •••
teresting event occurred at the First
••• Longfellow.
.»
Methodist Church on the preceding
Why not have your Tubes, A and B Batteries
’**
x
.e.
Sunday, when Oalusha M. Cole, born
July 4, 1826, led the choir. In spite
checked so that you will be sure of reception?
of his 101 years Mr. Cole still wields
IT’S TAKING SHAPE
the baton effectively. Such a thing
is very rare, probably never recorded
Plenty of AB Socket Powers, which do away
The Kennebec Bridge Will before in America. Many celebrations
took place at tiie parks and
with batteries, and run direct from the lamp
Contain 9000 Tons of also
RADIO, the
beaches reminding us of the glorious
Fourth that we so much enjoyed in
Metal.
socket.
(he old home State of Maine.
On the morning of that great holi
The bridge across the Kennebec at
day my father would give me a few
Bath
is
rapidly
taking
shape
of
the
Call 661 for Radio Service
finished structure, according to En cents, with which 1 would buy some
gineer of Construction A. H. Morrill powder and caps, get out the old
of the Maine Central Railroad, which gun, hoist the Stars and Stripes and
is to bear 55 percent of the cost of | begin firing. The more noise I made
erection
and maintenance of tills the better I liked it. I would be on
Is YOUR RADIO in good condi
the watch for zYlden Maloney to
tremendous structure.
tion to receive this event? Shall
The total weight of metaf in the come down to Hupper’s Point and
643 Main Street
Rockland, Maine
bridge, Mr. Morrill declares, will take us all on a picnic in his craft,
we look it over?
84-87
approximate 9.000 tons, including 65 the “No-you-don’t” (I think that
tons of wire cablp and 175 tons of was her name). We would go to
• • • •
■■BIBS
machinery. From the engineering Allen's Island or Barter's Island, and
standpoint the fixed spans of the enjoy a fine time. IWe had to de
bridge are not regarded as remark pend on the wind in those days, hut
able, though their manner of erec there was most always a southtion is somewhat uncommon. These wester and the sails, filled with the
Next to Ford Agency
spans are being erected and complet fresh breeze, made the little vessel
ed on false work in the abandoned move along quite rapidly. We en
Authorized Dealers
yard of the Texas Company about joyed the sail as much as they do
nowadays their motor boats.
one mile above Ihe bridge site.
Atwater-Kent,
Freshman
Or Risk Your Own Home When You Can Buy a
I hope to visit Maine next year.
When ready to put into position,
Grebe,
Feda
lighters are floated under them at When the new roads are built and
low water, after which the lneorhlng the Kennebec bridge completed, tour
83*85-86
tide lifts them from their temporary ist travel will increase and Rockland
sett. Then they are towed into po and iKnox County towns will be
IW. J. Hatton.
sition and settled on their final rest benefited.
ing place as the tide recedes. As 2822 North Griffin avenue, Los An
Confidential Loan Co.
each span must rest exactly in its
geles, Calif.
predetermined position, the opera
Is Supplying Funds
tion of placing them is most delicate.
You need your awnings now.
Upon Satisfactory Terms to peo Great credit is due to the contractors They will keep your home or store
for the super structure. Mr. Morrill
ple of limited means who deserve
asserts, for the splendid way in cool and comfortable. Many hand
We Have a Very Complete Line of
Financial Aid.
which this important phase- of the some patterns, prices reasonable.
See or write Rockland Awning Co.,
work is being handled.
Kitchen Wire Goods
431 MAIN STREET
Inc. J. M. Richardson. Tel. 1072-M.
84*86
GAS TAX HELD UP
Notice—Confidential Loan Co. is
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Over the Radio—

Dempsey Sharkey
Fight, July 21

Dempsey-Sharkey
Bout, July 21st

F. W. FARREL CO.

House-Sherman, Inc.

RUBBISH BURNER
for only $1.98

DISH STRAINER, with Silver Shelf........... 39c

not connected with any other loan
company. Its sole proprietors are
Cleveland Sleeper and Samuel
Levy.
59-tf

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

FOR SAILING

asedCars

Or Fishing Parties
35 ft. Auxiliary Sloop

Tel. 1060-W

ONE 1924 DODGE SEDAN
ONE 1923 DODGE COUPE

ONE 1924 OVERLAND SEDAN

Weymouth-Wilson Co.
TILLSON WHARF
82-tf

No Attempt Will Be Made To Col
lect the Increase At Present.
State Auditor Hayford said Fri
day that petitions have been filed at
the- Department of State bearing a
sufficient number of certified names
to require a referendum upon a pro
posed increase of one cent a gallon j
in the price of gasoline.
"Ponding definite determination as
to the sufficiency of petitions the
office of the state auditor, will not
undertake the collection of the in
creased tax," continued Mr. Hayford.
“There will he no occasion for any
iddition to tho price of gasoline by
reason of the proposed increase in
the tax until further notice from the
office of the state auditor.”

A dose friend is all right—until
lie declines to lend you money.

P-A-R-K

The following official public an
nouncement has been made:
The annual meeting of the
Knox Memorial Association, Inc.,
will he held at Watts Hall,
Thomaston. July 25 at 10.00 a. m.
Eastern Standard time, at which
mooting the reports of the offi
cers and committees will he pre
sented, officers elected and other
business transacted.
At one
o’clock p. m., a public reception
to So retary of tho Navy Hon.
Curtis D. Wilbur, General and
Mrs. Herbert M. Lord and Ityn.
Randall J. Condon will take
place at the home
Mrs. John
E. Walker. Main street.
At 1.45 a wreath will be placed
on Geno al Knox's grave b.v Sec
retary Wilbur with appropriate
military ceremonies.
At 2.30
A treat is in store for music lovers
o’clock Eastern Standard time,
and all who deem it a privilege to | a meeting will be held in Watts
recognise talent and ambition, in | hall, the Secretary of the Navy
attending the joint recital of Miss . anil H»»n. Randall J. Condon,
Adelaide E. Cross, soprano and
superintendent
of
Cincinnati
pianist, and Miss Marian Marsh,
schools, living the speakers.
pianist and organist, in the audi
In a desire that the fullest meas
torium of the Universalist Church,
ure of success may attend the occa
Wednesday evening at 8.15. The re sion. Thomaston asks every’ citizen
cital is being given under the aus of Knox County to cooperate with
pices of the Chapin Class, with Miss her in celebrating on that day the
Mabel Lamb and Mrs. Ella Bird in anniversary of the birth of General
charge. Miss Cross and Miss Marsh Henry Knox. Citizens are asked, as
who have had in addition to exten an expression of their regard for the
sive local musical training the ad memory of Knox to make* the pil
vantage of a year’s work at the New grimage to Thomaston and take part
England Conservatory, will give the in the program which cannot fall to
following interesting and entertain prove of the highest interest. The
ing program:
Knox Memorial Association and the
<) van and piano -4(erenade ...................Wldor
General Knox Chapter, D. A. R., are

CONVICT STILL

A profusion of beautiful summer
flowers will make an attractive set
ting for the young artists, and the
following young people will act as
ushers: Misses Frances Bradford,
Villa 'Stoddard, Barbara WUggin and
Mary Bird; Messrs. Maynard ‘Wiggin, Clifton (Voss, Stanley S»iow,
Henry’ Marsh and Wilbur Senter.

MORE THAN THESE
J For The Courier-Gazette J
There will never come a day
When I alia 11 not know
Where (he pine trees make a tent
And the cowslips grow.
Where soft-stepping wild things flee
Down a woodsy lane.
And the apple blossoms fall
On my head like rain.

Or where breaks a thrush’s chime,
Shaken silver through the trees—•
None of these can I forget,
These and more than these.
Katharine Washburn Harding.
Boston, July 18.

PLAYERS
THE SUPREME SUCCESS OF SUCCESSES, WITH

MAE EDWARDS
OPENING PLAY

LITTLE MISS BLUEBEARD
ONE BIG HIT OF THE YEAR

ONE 1923 OVERLAND TOURING

Paintings, Water Colors and Etchings

This Delightful, Romantic Comedy Never Before Offered Al
Popular Prices

632 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

BIG ACTS OF VAUDEVILLE

SEVEN

American Landscapes and Marines, including Maine Coast and
Lafayette National Park

SPECIAL FEATURE

CAMDEN YACHT CLUB
JULY 13-AUGUST 10

MAE EDWARDS NOVELTY ORCHESTRA

82-8S-84-86-89&92

Featuring VALMORE SMITH, The Wonder on the Drums

vigilance and to report any sus
picious Incident.
The prison officials will continue
the search until it is reasonably cer
tain that the convict has ventured
into the open and disappeared.
4
To expedite the pursuit of es
caped prisoners Warden Buker yes
terday announced that hereafter
I tjiree long blasts of the prison’s
steam whistle will be blown, then a
minute Interval and three more long
blasts. In this wav the people in the
vicinity of the prison as well as the
prison officials will know there has
been a break.

VICTIM OF AUTO

CRASH

Mrs. Sam Schnable (Nettie Pollock) Dies After Being
Unconscious Eight Days In Hospital.

Mrs. Sam Schnable ’ of Long
Branch, N- J., who was formerly
Miss Nettie Pollock of Rockland,
died in a New York hospital Sat
urday as the result of an automobile
collision which occurred while Mrs.
Schnable and her husband were on
their way from New York to Long
Branch.
Mrs. Schnable lay unconscious
for e«ight days after the accident,
hut recovered her sensibilities short
ly before the end came.
Mr. Schnable is still In a serious
condition, with a deep gash in hi(}
Thirty different diseases are trans head. The full particulars of the
mitted by flies. They deixisit germs
tn three ways. By contact, vomit
TO AID HEALTH WORK
spots and excreta.
Flies are the
filthiest insects known. They taint Fees From Over Night Camps, etc.,
Are To Be Used in This Manner.
everything they touch. Fly-Tox kills
flies. It is safe, stainless, fragrant,
It was announced Tuesday that
sure. Simple instructions on each
hottie (blue label) for killing ALL the Hcensp fees for all overnight and
household Insects. Insist on Fly- recreational camps and all road
Tox. Fly-Tox is the scientific Insec side eating and lodging places shall
ticide developed at Mellon Institute be made a permanent fund to he
of Industrial Research hy Rex Fel used by the state department of
lowship.
Fly-Tox brings health, health in carrying out the provi
sions of the law relating to these
comfort and cleanliness.—adv.
places.
The following fres have
been established for these places:
Roadside eating place (no seats):
ALL NEXT WEEK
stools or chairs for seating up to 10
customers—$2.00
Matinee Daily Except
Roadside eating place (seating ar
rangements for 11 and over), $5.00.
Roadside lodging places, one to
Monday at 2.1 5, 8.1 5
four rooms to let, $3.00.
Roadside lodging places, five rooms
and over, $5.00.
Recreational camps (boys,’ girls’
and family camps), $5.00.
Overnight camps (cabins or* tent
ing grounds), $5.00.

EXHIBITION OF

Willys-Knight and Overland Whippet Sales and
Service

side which tend to confirm his belief.
A man closely answering the de
scription was seen going to a brook
after water, and quickly disappear
ing in the woods. ’In Blast Union
there was an early morning culler
at tho home of Mrs. Payson, and when
she was later shown Ethier's photo
graph she marked the close resem
blance, and the mannerisms which
she noted were said to be those of
the fugitive.
Several hunters’ camps show evi
dence of recent occupancy, although
their owners have not been there.

Members
of
Winslow-Holbrook
Post are almost counting the hours
to next Sunday when the American
Legion holds its annual picnic, at
some place not yet announced. It
will he a sea trip, however, as it is
announced that the excursionists
will embark from the Public Land
ing. A 15-pleee hand will furnish
Inspiration In the very unlikely event
that anybody becomes downhearted.
Tickets at $2.50 each may be obtained
at Moor's drug store.

Mae Edwards

SEVEN

HEREABOUTS

Warden Buker Convinced That Ethier Is Still In Hiding—
A New Signal For Escapes.

ONE 1924 FORD SEDAN

FREDERICK L DETWILLER

working hard to make a success of
the day. hut tiiey need the co-oper
ation of sister towns.
General Knox blazed tiie trail in
winter, from Roston to Ticonder
oga, bringing hack the precious can
non which spelled victory to tiie
Continental troops. Let every Knox
county citizen hit the trail next
Monday, laying aside his ami her
cares on that one day, and pay trib
ute to a great man and a great Gen.
eral. In the town where he lived and
lies buried.
The Knox Memorial Association
and the General Knox Chapter, have
worked for years for the Knox Me
morial. They are In earnest. Suc
cess is in sight, so nearly in tli ir
grasp, that with a good, strong,
united pull, the Memorial will soon
become a reality. The movement
to honor General Knox needs work,
ers, not on-lookers. Come to Thom
aston July 25 and help put across a
celebration wliich shall be a credit
to Knox County. The public re-option at one o'clock will give everyone
a ohanee to meet Secretary of th •
Navy Wilbur, Gen. and Mrs. H. M.
Lord and Hon. Randall J. Condon.
The ceremony at the grave of Gen
eral Knox will be Impressive, anil the
afternoon meeting at Watts hall will
give a rare opportunity to listen to
a member of tho United States cab
inet and to one of America’s fore
most educators as well.
The military features of the oc
casion will be under the direction of
Adjutant General Hanson, who will
be' present with his staff.

Miss Gross at the piano. Miss Marsh at the
organ
Soprano—Lleti Signore from Les Hugenota
............................................ Meyerbeer
Miss Cross
Plano—Allegro Sonate Pathetique Op. 13
................................................. Beethoven
Solfegg’otto ................................. BaA
Waltz, No. 14 ........................... ChopTn
Miss Marsh
Soprano—Within the Little House.. Bennett
The Night WMid ............... Bennett
Miss Cross
Organ-r-Grand Clioeur ....................... Guilmant
Miss Marsh
That George Ethier, the escaped I In one of them somebody had
Soprano -Viens
Aurore
(Old
French)
.......................................... ar. b.v A L. convict, is still concealed in Knox scrambled eggs in a spider.
Ethier Is a Canadian thoroughly
Tell Me M.v Heart, (Old English)
.................................................. Bishop County forests, within a short radius versed in woodcraft and would have
Pastoral. Rosalinde (Old Italian)
of the Maine State Prison, is the firm no difficulty in obtaining subsistence.
............................................... Veracini
Miss (Toss
belief of Warden George A. Buker, The pastures furnish an abundance
Plano La PI fie aux Cheveux de Lin, Debussy
of blueberries, hen houses could he
Panse Negro ............................... Scott as expressed to a Courier-Gazette re
easily rifled and cows could be
Lento from Two Pierrot ’Pieces, Scott porter yesterday.
milked in the pastures.
Miss Marsh
Every day the warden continues
Soprano—‘Nymphs and Fauns .... Bemherg
Warden Buker asks that the peo
A Southern Song ............... Ronald
to receive reports from the country ple of Knox County do not relax their
Miss (Toss

TWO SOLID YEARS IN NEW YORK, BREAKING ALL RECORDS
IN LONDON AND FRANCE

TWO 1923 FORD SEDANS

E: 0. PHILBROOK & SON

CELEBRATING THE KNOX BIRTHDAY
Thomaston Desires All Knox County To Take Part In
Observation of the Anniversary.

■r*V i>;

WHY BURN YOUR NEIGHBOR’S
* BUILDINGS

Volume 82...................Number 86.

tragedy have not been learned here.
Mrs. Schnable* Is a daughter of
the late Maurice Pollock, who was
alsojdlled In an automobile accident.
Her mother, now Mrs. Bertha Pass
man went to New York as soon a3
she learned the seriousness of her
daughter’s condition, and with her
at the funeral Sunday were Mrs.
James Dondis, Miss Sophia Pollock
and David Pollock, sisters and
brother of the victim.
Mrs. Schnable was 31 and had
been married only a few years. She
Is survived by her mother, her busband and three children.
FORD FAVORS COOLIDGE

“Has Made Good President and Will
Get Third Term Anyway.”

Henry Ford endorses President
Coolidge for a third term in the
White House.
The richest man in America told
International News Service in an ex
clusive interview that ho believed
Mr. Coolidge had made a good Presi
dent. For this reason he favored
giving the President another term.
His endorsement of the President
came in response to a direct ques
tion: **ln your opinion, has Mr. Cool
idge made a good President?"
“Certainly,” Ford replied briefly.
“Do you favor a third term for
him?”
“Oh yes,” the auto king responded,
“I certainly do.”
“Do you think he’ll get it?”
“It doesn’t matter what I think.”
Ford retorted smiling, “He’ll prob
ably get it anyway.”
MIAMI GETS ELKS
Ford declared he had no personal
political ambitions and added, “and
Los Angeles Loses Out in Fight For I never have had.”
Big B. P. 0. E. Convention.

Miami, Fla., was selected as the
192^ meeting place for the Elks Na
tional convention defeating Los An
geles when the second poll was taken
Wednesday.
Miami received 516
votes and Los Angeles 366.
John Frank Malley, of Springfield.
Mass., newly elected grand exalted
ruler of the Elks, denounced “athe
ism, bigotry, bolshevism, disrespect
■ for law and order and arrogant in
terference W’ith liberties of the indi
vidual” in his address formally ac
cepting his election to the highest
office in Elkdom.
Mr. Malley called upon “all right
minded citizens to combat these
signs of the present period of a na
tional life.”
“If the members of this order prac
tice what they preach.” he said, “we
constitute the organized force best
prepared to battle against these unAmerican tendencies,”

YOUR FAVORHE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
listen to some music at least once a week.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.

CANADIAN BOAT-SONG
(Written on the River St. Lawrence).
Faintly as toils the evening chime
Our voices keep tune and our oars keep time.
Soon aa the ■woods on shore look dim.
We’ll ain< at St- Ann’s our parting hymn.
Row, brothers, row. the stream runs fast.
The rapids are near and the daylight's past.
Why should we yet our sail unfurl!
There is not a breath the blue wave to curt.
But, when the wind blows off the shore.
Oh, sweetly we'11 rest our weary oar.
Blow, breezes, blow, the stream runs fast.
The rapids are near and the daylight’s past.

t’tawas’ tide! this trembling mo«m
Shall see ua float over thy surges aoon
Saint of this green Me! hear our prayers.
Oh. grant us cool heavens and favoring airs.
Blow, breezo. blow, the stream run# fast.
The rapids are near and the daylight s past.

»—Thomas Moore.
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ROCKLAND WINS

A

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Roekland, Maine. July 16, 1937.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
offlee of The Courier Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of July 14, 1927 there was
printed a total of 6420 copies.

Before me.

FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

There is no fear in love; but per
fect love casteth out fear; because
fear hath torment. He that fearetli
is not made perfect In love.—1 John
4:18.

TO CITY SUBSCRIBERS

And Is Now Only Three and One-half Games Behind the
Leaders In the Maine Coast League Race.
This Week's Games
Tuesday—Camden at Belfast.
Wednesday—-Rockland at Camden.
Thursday—Roekland at Belfast.
Friday—Belfast at Camden.
Saturday—Rockland at Camden.
1 p. m.
Saturday—Camden at Rockland,
4 p. m.
e e • e
The League Standing

The Courier-Gazette has resumed
its former practice of printing upon
the margin of the paper the name
and address of the subscriber sup
plied by carriee-boy. The practice
was discontinued in the interest of
time-saving in getting the paper
circulated, but so many errors have
crept in that a return to the old
method seems desirable.
Each subscriber entitled to car
rier-boy delivery should now receive
a paper bearing his own name and
street
address,
together
with
stamped figures showing the time to
which his subscription is paid.
The business office will cordial
ly appreciate tlie help of its patrons
in attaining the desired results, and
requests notification of any errors
appearing in the printed address, or
failure to receive the proper copy of
the paper. Telephone 770 and correc
tion will be made.

A slow but steady increase is
being shown in Rockland’s percent
age, and if all goes well the team
may not be occupying the basement
position when the week ends. Cam
den continues its fast stride. Here
is how they look today:
Won
Dost
P.C.
Camdin ................ 7
3
.700
Belfast .................. 5
5
.500
Rockland ......... «... 4
7
.363
....

Camden 7, Belfast 3
Camden again increased its lead in
the Maine Coast League Saturday,
when it met with rather listless op
position on the part of Belfast.
Charlie Small, the most dreaded
hurler in the League, proved very
soft for the home team, several mem
bers of which seemed to be indulging
in a contest to see which could knock
the ball farthest. Lee and Macklay
made successive home runs in the
third and Jones capje across with
nother In the seventh. The three
homers accounted for four runs,
which were all that was necessar}- to
win the game.
In spite of the faet that Camden
had a lead of 4 to 2 when the fourth
inning opened it was deemed advis
able to withdraw Reynolds from the
firing line, and the spectators voiced
their approval when Aube was called
in from left field to take his place
Belfast continued to hit the hall hard,
but made only four hits In the six
innings that the ex-Rockland twirler
worked.
The high spot In this game outside
of the three home runs was the
work of Ogier in right field. The
second fly that went to him he
dropped after a long run, but he
caught seven which earned the ap
plause of everybody. It is highly
pleasing to the fans to see a Knox
county boy more than holding his own
in this high class league. Not satis
fied with playing such a wonderful
game in the outfield, Ogier made a
pretty two-bagger. The score:
Camden
ab r bh tb po a
1 1 0 3
Wooles. ss ....... 4 0 110
Jones, 2b ........... 4 1 2 5 0
1 2 3
MdMahon, 3b .... 4
5 10
Lee, lb ............ 4
5 2
Macklay, cf ..... 3
Ogier, rf ............ 3
Chamarde, c ...
Aube, If, p .......
Reynolds, p, If

ter ran home. Conway accepted theincident with his usual good nature
and fortunately was not injured.
The score:
Rockland
ab r bh tb po a e
Mereweth'r 2b
3 2 1 1 3 2 ll
French, cf .... .. 4 1 3 6 6 0 0
Loftus, p, rf .
2 0 1 1 0 1 11
Bvrne. c ......... .. 4 0 1 3 4 2 0 '
Delanev. If .... .. 3 0 1 1 0 0 0
Walsh, 31. .... .. 4 0 1 1 2 1 0
Wotton. lb .... .. 3 0 • 0 5 0 0
Cole, ss .......... .. 4 1 1 1 4 2 0 1
Gray, rf ........ .. 4 1 3 3 3 0 o!
Davidson, p ... . 0 0 • 0 0 0
d
31 5 12 17 27 7
Belfast
ab r bh tb PO a e
Cogan. ss ...... .. 5 0 1 1 4 1 0
Campbell, rf . .. 5 0 1 1 1 1 0
E. Small. 2b . .. 4 1 1 1 4 3 0
9 2 1 1 1 2 0
Kenvon. c ....
Paiement. 3b . .. 3 1 1 2 1 0 1
McGowan, lb .. 4 0 1 2 6 0 0
C. Small, cf . .. 3 0 1 1 5 0 0 1
Daker, If ........ .. 4 0 1 1 ■ 0 0
Gillespie, p ... .. 4 0 0 0 0 3 0

[BURPEESI

BIG DRAWING CARD

THRILLER

RETURNS FROM THE

Sharkey - Dempsey

Fight
RECEIVED AT

Maine Music Co.
RADIOLA SUPERHETRODYNE WITH

POWERFUL “104” SPEAKER
This is the first opportunity to hear the electrically
operated "104” Speaker

In Spite of His Recent Lick
ing Jack Dempsey Still
Calls the Crowd.
Jack Dempsey, who fights Jack
Sharkey Thursday night in an at
tempt to regain the crown, is the|
biggest "money-fighter" the ring has
ever known. He has drawn down |
the largest purses In fistic history, j
He has attracted the largest crowds j
and "gates" on record.
Only three battles in pugilistic an-J
nals have gone over the mlllion-dollar mark In receipts and Dempsey!
has figured in all of them—his I
fights with Georges Carpentier, I-uis j
Angel Flrpo and Gene Tunney. Two .
of these drew over 11,500,000.
lihe erstwhile Mianassa Mauler j
will figure in at least one more t
million-dollar attraction, his come-1
hack bout with Jack Sharkey at the1
Yankee iStadlum. July 21. and will |
get his share of another lucrative
gate" if he defeats the Boston sailor
and thus gains the right to a return
battle with Tunney.
From Willard to Tunney, Demp
sey fought seven times, collecting
more than $2,000,000 as his share of
' gates" that approximated over
$5,750,000.
“Color,” the indefinable something
in athletic prowess that acts as a
magnate to the fan®, has :md>
Dempsey the greatest drawing card
in ring history, in the oninlon of Tex
R'ckard. who knows het’er than
nyone else how profitable Denr.pey’s fistic appearances have iietn
It Is the sort of "color” that has
made Babe Ruth the biggest atiracior. in baseball.
Fandom
prefers
the
"seek ”
whether it is with the fist or the
reball bat. Dempsey has n.ways
been a "socker." The jfossibi.ity of
knockout or a knock-down-anddrag out battle always has seemed
to he a greater lure thar. a scientific
exhibition of the manly art of hoxlng.
When Dempsey and Fit pa staged
their famous cave-man struggle at
th? Polo Grounds, more than
spectators became hysterical, wildly
chteting fanatics, stirred hy as
pr'mitlve a battle of fists as the ring
lias ever seen.
Great drawing card as Dempsey
as during the seven years he held
the heavyweight title, he did not en
joy the popularity with the mass of
fandom that he seems to have ac
quired as an ex-champion trying a
comeback. It is one of the queer
turns of the sport, but nevertheless
a fact that the crowd cheered
Dempsey more lustily for “taking
his beating” and offering no alibis
than it ever did when he was the
conqueror.

HAMMOCKS
This is the weather that makes you realize the
need of a comfortable, cool Hammock. Our stock

is very complete. Awnings, Stands, Canopies.

SPECIAL HAMMOCK OFFER
A handsome new style with padded back. Deep,
soft springs in seat and a fine cot-<•
ton mattress. Your choice of hlueT^^
Vz v/

me AA

and gray or green and gray ....
VERY EASY TERMS OF PAYMENT

35 4 8 10 24 10 1
Rockland
10003010 x—5
Belfast
00000301 0—4
Two-base hits. French. Paiement,
McGowan. Three-base hits, French,
Byrne. Bases on balls, oft Loftus 4.
of .
te Sifl
off Gillespie 2. Struck out, by Lof
IjNorU lationl
The totals of the Community
Bank
BOUNO FOR CAMDEN
tus 4. by Davidson 1. by Gillespie 1.
Chest fund have been appreciably
tn
Hit by pitchec, Merewether. Sac
added to since the final figures reg
rifice hits. Loftus, Wotton.
Stolen
Ohio Youth Enjoyed Novelty
bases. Merewether, Cogan. Double
istered at the Friday meeting and
J. W. McIntosh, Comp
play, E.'Small and McGowan. Um
of Long Hike To Maine.
there remain a considerable num
PARK THEATRE
pires, Conway and
McDonough.
troller
of the Currency, says:
ber of prospective contributors yet
The feature picture for today Is
Scorer. Winslow.
Bound from Dayton. O., to Camden.
“
Maine
Bankers are scientists
* • • •
Raymond Griffith in "Time to Love,” Maine, by the overland route. Still
to hear from. It should be borne
Constance Talmadge has a colorful man S. Shaw, 16, a sophomore in
in
the
investment
of money.”
in mind that the desired success of
An Exhibition Game
story of Venice, that enchanting city Fairview
High
School,
passed
the coming year depends upon the
Rockland was defeated in Togus of canals where romance seems to
We have been "Maine
through Bath Friday morning, only
Sunday by the score of 4 to 3. The beckon in the dancing splashes of
present success of the canvass.
four nights out from home. Accord
Bankers"
since 1854.
Togus correspondent of the Kennebec light from each glowing window with
ing to his story he had covered most
Journal thus describes the game:
A correspondent calls attention to
mystery and adventure lurking In the of the 800 miles by riding In almost
• • • «
From a small beginning
shadows beyond Wednesday and every conceivable vehicle, including
an extraordinary incident in our
A home run by Donovan in the Thursday In "Venus of Venice." It hayracks and buggies, and while he
the
institution
has grown to its present
country's history, when that staunch
sixth with McGowan ahead of him is a story of a hoydenish gypsy of planned to hike mest of the trip, he
size:
RESOURCES
over $2,500,000.
Democrat, President Andrew Jackwon the game in Togus Sunday from the waterways whose capacity for estimated that he had walked only
the
fast
Rockland
team.
Klosek
went
son, closed the L’nited States Bank,
thievery and mischief Is seemingly about 35 miles. With as good luck
Your account is invited.
tht whole route for the Home team, limitless; a madcap feared hy police on the last lap of his journey as he
the assets of which he caused to bewhile the visitors used Gray, Loftus and citizenry alike yet charming and has had In the lost four days the
distributed among the towns of the
There has never been a single failure
and Davidson three innings eacih lovable withal. And the added com young man expected to reach Cam
Nation. Turning to Eaton’s History
They allowed five, one and two hits. plication of an impulsive American den before night where he will Join
of a National Bank in Maine.
There were several feature plays. artist who attempts to remould her a friend, Jack McArdle, for the re
we find the following local narra
Merewether got a hot liner over his sorry scheme of things, with a most mainder of the summer.
tive:
head for the first put-out of the game urprlsing result.—adv.
Dressed in a khaki outfit with pack
"Maine's proportion of the Unit
and "Pat" French got a fly after a
over his shoulder, knee length walk
ed States' surplus revenue, deposite-d
hard run. McGowan got a difficult
ing boots and a Bov Scout hat. young
EMPIRE THEATRE
with the several States ot the Union,
fly and Paiement made a pretty pick
having been distributed among the
The attraction for today is "The Shaw looked like an Alpine climber.
up of a hot grounder. Togus got
several towns on condition of its
Sunset Derby” with Mary Astor, He was the picture of health when
their first run with one down when
being refunded when called for, this
William Collier Jr.; Laura LaPlante lie reached Bath md said it had heen
Cogan
hit,
Paiement
sent
a
grounder
town. April 17. 1837. chose H. Prince,
in "Beware of Widows,” and Art one of the best adventures he had
to
Merewether,
Charlie
Small
hit,
agent, to receive Its share of the
Accord in "Hard Fist" comprise the ever experienced. He was overtaken
FORD'S NEW CAR
scoring
Cogan.
McGowan
hit
and
same, to be divided among the in
double feature program for Wed in Brunswick by Sheriff Henderson
Beaudoin fanned.
who gave him a ride to the ferry.
habitants agreeable to the census
nesday and Thursday.
The visitors tied up the score in
According to Shaw’s story he left Has the Automobile World
take-n in March. This vote, after
There is an irresistible charm
the second when Delaney hit, Walsh about Miss LaPlante, a very beauti home Monday morning about nine
several modifications and the choice
Guessing As To What
sacrificed, Wotton Hied to left, and ful blonde with deep dimples that and reached Buffalo, N. Y., at night,
of Oliver Fales as special agent to
Cole hit to right, scoring Delaney. make her eyes sparkle. She is en getting rides most of the way, some
May Happen.
receive and pay out the money, was
Gray was out, Paiement to McGow dowed with a delicious and rare of them solicited but most of them
substantially complied with and the
an. With one down in the third Co comedy sense and is a finished ac offered him. He stopped at a road
A United Press despatch from
fund distributed per capita, accord
gan drew a walk. Paiement amd tress. Bryant Washburn is coming house for the night.
ing to a new law passed April 16,
He visited New York carries the following in
33 7 12 24 27 8 1 Small hit, scoring Cogan. Rockland
-1888. The amount of revenue thus
back Into his own and is excellent in .Niagara Falls on the way and the teresting automobile gossip:
Belfast
again tied the score In their half of the role opposite Miss LaPlante. second day he travelled through the
'While no definite announcement
received by the town in three sev
Consisting of Machine, Blacksmith, Woodworking
eral installments, the two first April
ab r bh tb po a C. the fourth when Walsh and Wotton Walter Riers (Who can forget him?) Finger lake region and slept that concerning the new model has been
Machinery, and Foundry Equipment; Engine
given
out.
Wall
street
is
grasping
at
19th and the last July 5th, 1937, wa» Cogan, ss ..... .... 4 1 9 2 2
hit,
Cole
died
to
left
and
Gray
poled
is with us again in all his heavy night by the roadside about 25 miles
0
310,544; and the shares thus/distrib Campbell, If . .... 4 1 2 2 2 0 0 out a two-bagger, scoring Walsh. weight and light comedy. The story outside of Syracuse. Albany was his every straw which would Indicate
Lathes, Chucks, Arbor Presses, Drills, Planers,
uted in this time of general distress E. Small, 2b .. ... 4 0 0 0 2 5 0 Merewether was out, third to first. takes place on a houseboat and In destination the third night. He the effect of Its production. Keen
and stagnation of business, afford Kenyon, c ..... .... 3 1 2 4 3 0 0 , In the sixth McGowan was safe on a cludes comic incidents and a melo reached a dance hall about 25 miles Interest was aroused In the financial
Shaper,
Emery Grinders, Metal Saws, Pipe and Bolt
ed a very acceptable relief to many Paiement, 3b .... 3 0 • 0 1 0 0 fumble by Cole, Beaudoin sacrificed dramatic storm which are unique in outside the city just as it was being district after the reduction in
prices
by
Studebaker
and
the
an

poor families.”
Threading Machines, Floor Crane, Dynamo, Pattern
McGowan, lb .... 3 0 0 0 12 0 0 and Giroux fanned. Donovan then treatment, and impressive in pre closed for the night. The proprietor
Thomaston at that time, preced C. Small, p ... .... 4 0 1 1 0 4 0 drove the ball to deep left for the sentation.
allowed him the chance to pass the nouncement that the entire new line
of
Dodge
Brothers'
cars
would
he
re

Maker’s Lathe, Buzz and Board Planers, Circular
‘Hard Fists" has a glamorous night there, die started for Boston
ing the division which set off East Donovan, cf . .... 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 ' circuit. Klosek flied to French.
The visitors made a hard try to theme set In the old West. Crooked Thursday, was given rides most of duced. Some traders pretended to
Thomaston and South Thomaston Flinn, rf ...... .... 3 0 II 0 0 1 0
Saw
Tables, Band Saw, Vertical and Horizontal Bor
overcome this lead but the best they horse raring, glorious love-making the way to Worcester and in that see the independent automobile com
panies meeting Ford's new car be
from the parent town, registered a
and
exciting
mystery
combine
to
could
do
was
a
run
In
the
eighth
city
met
a
truck
driver
bound
for
ing Machine, Tenoning Machine, Power Bolt Cut
32 3 7 9 24 15 0
population cf approximately 6,000. Camden ........... 00410011 x—7 with two down. Cole hit to center keep the action wide open during Portland who consented to letting fore it actually appearel as a com
petitor. It w'is pointed out that
the
entire
showing.
—
adv.
him
ride
through
the
night.
At
a
ter,
Forges, Fans, Cones, Tongs, Large Lot of Mould
and
Davidson
drove
one
to
right
While no citizen with the amount set Belfast .............. 0 0 2 0 0 0 10 0—3
point on the way they met another makers are anticipating the effect of
Two-base hits, McMahon, Ogier. which Giroux dropped. "Jimmie"
off to him could hope to enter into
ing Patterns, Flasks, Ladles, Core Ovens, etc.
truck bound from Portland to Wor the Ford Innovation by reducing
crossing the plate. Merewether hit
STRAND THEATRE
wanton and riotous living, in the Chamarde. Three-base hit, Kenyon. to left and French was out, Klosek
cester and the drivers exchanged prices in advance and making a bold
Home runs, Jones, Lee, Macklay.
Husband Hunters" Is today's trucks. The new driver returning to play for sales.
gross the novel experience of a gov Bases on balls, off! Reynolds 3. off to McOowan. Rockland comes back
Also a large lot of Small Tools: Dies, Taps, Ream
Belief that a price war may fol
feature presented by a strong cast.
ernment handing back a dollar in Aube 1, off C. Small 2. Struck out. July 31st for revenge with a large The story tells of a young country Portland allowed Shaw to ride with low the Ford invasion of a new field
ers, Babbitting and Steel Arbors, Bench Tools,
him and in this way Portland was
stead of squeezing it out by the by Reynolds 1, hy Aube 2. by C. Small crowd of supporters.
girl, pretty hut unsophisticatol who
was discredited in some quarters, al
reached in the early morning after
Togus
though It was predicted that compe
comes to New York to make her ca
Valves, Bolts, Nuts, Washers, Lag Screws, Round,
painful processes of taxation must 3. Hit by pitcher. E. Small. Sacri
which he obtained rides most of the
fice hits, Paiement, Flinn. Double
reer on the stage. Her appearance
tition will be the sharpest in the
ab r bh po
have created a condition of public
way to Brunswick.
He obtained
Square and Hex. Cold Rolled Steel, Brass and Iron
history of the Industry.”
is against her and she is about to
plays, Ogier and Lee; E. Small, Co E. Small, 2b .... ... 3 0 0 0
warm meals at roadside stands all
elation which the historian only gan and McGowan. Umpires, Mc Cogan, ss ....... .... 2 2 1 3
forget a stage ambition when she Is
along
the
way.
Pipe and Fittings, Round and Hex. Tobin Bronze
taken In hand by two experienced
GUESTS OF DAWES
mildly characterizes. Does this not Donough and Conway. Scorer, Wins Paiement, 3b ......... 4 0 2 I
Shaw is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
members of the chorus who give her
afford some explanation of that con low.
C| Small, If ........... 4 1 2 6
Rods, about 5000 feet of 2 inch Seasoned Yellow
lessons as to how to succeed in the Stillman Shaw of 1913 'South Mal
Local admirers of Ben Ames Wil
• * * •
McGowan, lb ....... 4 0 1 15
tinued popularity of Andrew Jack
vern avenue, Dayton. His father is liams, the noted author, who sum
chorus
and
also
how
to
catch
a
rich
Birch and White Ash, and other goods too numerous
Beaudoin, c ........... 3 0 0 1
a mechanical engineer for the Delco mers at Belfast, will be interested
son, which caused him in some quar
Rockland 5, Belfast 4
husband.
Giroux, rf ..........
4 0 1 1
Light
Co.
The
boy
says
the
trip
has
to mention.
*
The funniest picture that has
to learn that he left Chicago last
ters to be voted for long years after ■ Rockland won its second game of Donovan, cf ........... 4 1
grown out of the World War is “The been a delightful one. that he has Sunday as the guest of Vice Pres
he had become a permanent inmate the season at Community Park last Klosek, p ............... h 0
seen
vast
stretches
of
country
that
Better Ole,” starring Syd Chaplin,
ident Dawes on a ten days' trip to
night, and it was a contest which ■
As these tools and stock must be removed before
of the silent tomb.
which will be shown as the feature he had read about but would prob the mountain streams near Cimar
kept everybody on edge until that
31 4 8 27 15 4 Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. ably never have seen except for a ron. New Mexico. Tlie vice presi
last spectacular put-out had been j
the First of September, very attractive prices will be
Rockland
Unlike most war pictures, every trip Af this kind, while the people he dent will also be accompanied by
Judge Cleaves in his recent radio made.
Mrs. Dawes, their children. Dana
bh po
bit of "The Better Ole." which Is the has met have been kindly disposed
ab
r
offered. First come, first receive.
Loftus
was
on
the
slab
for
the
talk urged upon the people of Maine
and Virginia, John T. McCutcheon,
picturlzatlon of Bruce Balrnsfath- Bath Times.
home team and pitched so well that Merewether, 2b ..... 5 0 1 1
the wisdom of lending their support he was given a good round of ap French, cf ............... 5 0
Chicago cartoonist; and Kenneth
er’s world-famous cartoons and
L. Roberts, Kennebunk, Maine, writ
to the industries which contribute plause when he stepped down in the Loftus, rf, p ........... 5 0
stage-play revolving around the
so
the
gunners
found
their
range
by
er. Waite Phillips, Tulsa, Okla., oil
character of Old Bill Busby, the
ninth to let Davidson finish the Byrne, c ................... 5 0
directly to the State's property.
British Tommy, is staged In the war shooting at the steeple. Once they magnate, will be host to the entire
1
Delaney, If
To be specific, said he, there is game.
zone in the front line British trench hit it and it fell, they kept the same parts’ at his 150,000 acre ranch.
The game went 1 to 0 in favor of : Walsh, 3b .
1
directly employed In our manufac
es or in the French village or coun range and the shells, because of
Camden, Maine
42 Mechanic Street
turing establishments in Maine ap Rockland for the Hrst four innings, Wotton, lb ............. 4 0 1 12
Ah, well; those who now fear for
tryside just behind them. "The Bet slight difference^ in loads, weight
1 2 4
proximately one hundred thousand the one score having been made on Cole, ss .......
86-91
etc.,
fell
around
it
in
the
village.
Al

the
young
once
hid
in
the
barn
to
ter
’
Ole
”
is
in
no
sense
a
burlesque.
0
people. We have within our state Merewether's single and Byrne’s Gray, p, rf .
together 35 houses, shops and a hotel, smoke and to read Deadwood Dick, |
Everything
is
as
nearly
technically
triple.
Pat
French
’
s
boys
serenaded
j
0
Davidson, p
approximately two hundred twe-ntycorrect and like the real thing over an exact reproduction of a French
fi've thousand families. Making due Gillespie in fine style- in the fifth
there, as real German and British village, were destroyed by the firing
31 3 12 24 13
allowance for the fact that there inning, pounding out three earned '
This great war picture will be seen
runs two of which were due to Togus ............... 16 1 0 6 2 6 0 X—4 soldiers who served during the war.
may be more than one member of
an unlimited amount of research, a at Strand Theatre Wednesday, Thurs
family employed In Industry, it Is French's double. Pat had previously 1 Rockland ......... 6 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0—3 French designer and several military day and Friday.—adv.
Earned runs, Togus 3, Rockland
still a fact that at least one- family made a three-baggpr. which went
technical directors could make it.
in every three is directly responsible for naught be-cause of the double j Home runs, Donovan. Two base hits Nothing Is far-fetched or ridiculous
MAE EDWARDS COMING
to industry for its livelihood. The play which followed when E. Small ' Gray. Stolen bases, French 2, Lof ly Improbable. Reisner has simply
wages distributed through Industry caught that rifle shot drive by ' (us 2, Delaney. Struck out, by Klo taken the war as it was. left out as
sek 2, by Gray 1, by Loftus 1. Base
Next week theatre-g iers will hav
are in many Instances the sole sus Merewether.
With the score 4 to 0 Rockland on balls, by Gray, Cogan; by Loftus much of the tragedy as possible, and
talnlng influence- in a community
the opportunity of seeing the p ipu
emphasized
its
humorous
aspects.
so far as its commercial and profes was sitting very pretty when the Small. Sacrifice hits. Beaudoin, Co "The Better ’Ole" has thrills, sus lar Mae Edw'ards Playersatthe Park
slonal men are concerned, and in fifth inning opened Then there was gun, Walsh. Umpires. McDonough pense and menace as well as every In an interpretation of Avery Hop
many of our municipalities the a sudden gathering of storm clouds. and Conway. Time, 1.33. Attend kind of laughter. It has some of the wood’s comedy, "Little Miss Blue
taxes paid by industry are as high E. Smalll walked. Kenyon singled, ance, 2000.
The story Is that of
greatest battle scenes ever made, beard.”
• • • •
as 50% of the total tax money Loftus fumbled a grounder. McGow
1—3-Section Oak Filing Cabinet
and some of the most idylllcally pic "frame” on a bachelor who is some
an's double- sent in two runs, and a
raised.
The second game scheduled for turesque rural settings. It is not thing of a composer who declares
third was made on C. -Small's sac
1—2-D rawer Oak Filing Cabinet
Saturday afternoon was not played just a loose-knit stringing together he n4ver will be married. To hl
One way in which we can all con rifice fly.
on
account
of
rain.
The
Camden
and
1-—4-Drawer Steel Filing Cabinet
apartment
comes
a
pal
who
explains
of
Irrelevant
gags,
but
a
logical,
ar

tribute to this e-nd Is to see to it
Singles by Gray (his third) and
i Belfast players found the Belfast
1
—
1
-Drawer
Mahogany Filing Cabinet
that in making our purchases we French gave Rockland another run. grounds a sea of mud puddles when ticulate. absorbing story told from a he fell in love with a French girl
humorous viewpoint.—adv.
and in an unguarded moment mar
and what proved to be the winning
give priority to goods which Maine
they
arrived
there,
and
the
game
1
—
Visible
Index Filing System
ried
her
without
mentioning
a
wife
one, in the seventh inning. Belfast
factories have produced.
A WAR TOWN RAZED
and a child. The friend has used the
scored in the eighth on singles by was promptly cancelled. This proved
1
—
Bookkeeping
Desk
1—Binacle and Compass
name of the bachelor In his meteoric
C. Small and Daker, after Kenyon a great surprise to the fans tn Cam2
—
Ship
’
s
Compass
’
4
—
Cherub
Logs and Rotators
[
Jen
and
Rockland,
where
no
rain
fell.
In
Order
To
Provide
Spectacle
For
courtship and then confessed to the
The dinosaur has come to be had been passed.
• • • •
girl, so they both tried to find the
Cogan faced Davidson in the ninth
1
—
Greene
River
Screw
Plate
%
to 1% in.
Picture
Coming
To
The
Strand.
looked upon by most of us scientists and fanned. Campbell singled and
The ball team from the Cruiser
solution. The bachelor at once Is
1
—
50
Amp
200
Volt
Watt
Meter
as a prehistoric creature of respect E. Small filed to Pat French who Seattle put the wool to a pick'd team
One of the spectacular thrills of smitten with the eharms of the
able age, but the curator of the Na was haying a sort of a field day in at Community Park Saturday by the Warner Bros.’ production of "The prett)’ young Parisienne and induce
3—% H. P. G. E. Motors
Bryan
score
of
16
to
1.
The
sailors
tional Museum now cofnes forward center, left and right gardens. Ken had hy far the stronger team, but it Better ’Ole," starring Syd Chaplin, is her to stay In the apartment for
1
—
Underwood
Typewriter, No. 3—26 in. Carriage
yon smashed a terrific grounder to
week, which will enable his friend
with fossil footprints of animals im Cole who batted it down with one i was a fairly good contest after the the demolition by a shell of a stone
church steeple 75 feet high. This to get a divorce. However, the other
pressed in rock slabs brought from hand, and recovered the ball in sea locals had ceased to be gun-shy. steeple is a prominent part of the "husband" insists on sticking around
the Grand Canyon of Colorado, son to retire Campbell at second, I The game was umpired by a bold French village set covering five acres as chaperone and the girl Is never
Telephone 290
\
*
Rockland, Maine
A beautlfull play and it may have I insurance man named Howard C. which was built for and finally de left unguarded by the two men to
prints, he declares, that were made
been the- means of saving the game. Page, who hails from Keene. N. II.,
whom
she
refers
as
“
husbands-ln
stroyed by German bombardment in
twenty-five to thirty million years
Cogan, E. Small and C. Small I and who is himself an old ball
There will he a complete
this picture. The church tower was law.”
i player.
ago.
While between friends the starred for Belfast.
change of play and vaudeville each
the
first
to
fall,
for
which
there
is
Umpire Conway made bis first ap
matter of a million years doesn't sig
nigh l.—adv.
pearance behind the bat. for he was 1 Elmer Rising who is pitching for an interesting and logical reason. If
nify much, these figures do carry a knocked flat by Gray when the lat- I tj,e Hyannis team In the Cape Cod the enemy artillerymen could see the
Rockland gets a Saturday game
dignity of age which compels our
1 League got a bumping In the third village at all. the steeple was prob
inning tlie other day, but the- team ably the only part of it that was this week, Camden playing here at
admiration of the world as a highly
4 o'clock. Roekland plays In Cam
finally won 9 to 5.
Should have visible.
seasoned planet, in the presence of
At any rate, the steeple which al den tomorrow night. In Belfast Thurs
. thought that Johnny Dwyer would
which the years of an average citi
i have been a better mascot for the most every French village had was day night and In Camden again at
the most outstanding building, and 1 p. m. Saturday,
zen appear pitifully insignificant.
grandson of his old employer.

^MEMENl^

North
National
Bank *

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Removal Sale

Knowlton Brothers

FOR SALE

IRA W. FEENEY

'z&nsitton

Every-Other-Day

ALK OF THE TOWN

FAMILY REUNIONS

Aug. 4—Ingraham family, renobscot View
Grange hall. Glencove.
Aug. 10 Descendants of Ebenezer Hall,
Penobscot View Grange hall. Glencove.
Aug. 20 - -New England Kent’s Hill reunion
at South Thomaston.

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for the week In
North Atlantic States: Generally fair
until latter part when showers are
forecast. Moderate temperature until
Wednesday when it will begin to ri«e.
Wanner Thursday.

Pleasant Valley Grange meets to
night.

l^eslie Parton is the new night man
at the Limerock Restaurant.

White Coats
for Summer Days
Materials:
Flannels
Basket Weaves
Knitted Materials

Mannish Tailored Models
r

Others with Fur Collars of
White Cony

Priced:

$15.00, $16.50, $20.00
to $35.00
Knitted Coats in Colors

Ladies' Gold Wrist Watch, Wal
tham, at Public Landing, Thurs
day. Finder please notify DR. F.
O. BARTLETT, 41 Limerock St.,
Rockland. Tel. 982
so-86

MONEY for STAMPS
Cash for Old Envelopes with
Stamps used during, before and
just after the Civil War. Other
Stamps also wanted.

In Rockland one day only,
Thursday
In Camden one day only,
Wednesday
See me in Rockland at CourierGazette office, or phone 770. In
Camden at Camden Pub. Co., Bay
View St., or phone 115.
86»lt

W. N. EMERSON.

Sixty Jolly “Beachites” Have
a Happy Evening At Cres
cent Beach Inn.
Friday a jolly party of 60 Beach
ites enjoyed their third annual ban
quet at Crescent Beach Inn. The
tables were decorated with flowers,
under Mrs. -Damon’s skillful direc
tion, and looked very attractive.
The beach song composed by Mabel
Thorndike Littlefield, daughter of
Joshua Thorndike, was sung, then a
delicious dinner was served in Mrs.
Hetue's very best style. The even
ing was spent In dancing to excellent
music furnished by a volunteer or
chestra, composed of Osgood Gilbert,
Albert C. Jones, Harry H. Hanscom,
Elizabeth Knight and Aleada Hall.
A bridge party is to be held next
Friday afternoon at Mrs. A. A.
Fales' cottage, and it Is hoped it
will be well attended as the proceeds
go for a worthy cause—beach im
provement.
The Crescent Beach song above re
ferred to was to the tune of “Auld
I
I-ang Syne,” and follows:

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
STREET FLOOR

E. C. Moran, Jr., is having a week’s
vacation from the insurance office, j
Miss Arlene Newbert is on her j

annual vacation froip the CutlerThe handtub Albert R. Havener is Cook Co. store.
entered for the Bangor muster.
Martin Stotma of this city is in I
Joseph Emery is having his an Washington in the interest of Chris
nual vacation from the Rockland Na tian work.
tional Bank.
Class 26 of the M. E. Church will
Black & Gay Canners, Inc., are hold a business meeting at the class
soon to begin packing blueberries in room tomorrow night at 7 o’clock.
their Thomaston and Union fac
The directors of the Roekland
tories.
_ _ __
Baseball Association will meet to
Joseph Long of South Hope paid night in the Chamber of Commerce
an unexpected visit to Knox Hospi rooms at 7.30.
tal because of the loss of the end of
Thomas Dennison, a retired com
one of his forefingers while sawing
mercial traveler, was a visitor In
wood.
X
the city, on his way to Brewer. The
Fred C. Black has bought the A. boys are always glad to see “Tom.”
B. Ripley estate in Hope. It includes
The Educational Club wl’.! picnic
10S acres of land, a considerable por
tion of which is devoted to blueber with Mrs. A. E. Morton, 497 Old
County road, Thursday, or on F iday
ries.
if not pleasant.
Indiv’dua! box
Lewis f>. Albee of Jacksonville, lunch,
arrived Saturday, and left Sunday
Major Kenneth P. Lord is complet
with Mrs. Albee and son George,
who have been tlie guests of G. O. B. ing a new garage at Hobbs’ Pond,
Crockett, for a few weeks, for where he expects to camp part of
Bernard, where, they will spend a the season. He will build a cottage
in that delightful locality another
part of their vacation.
season.
Packing of sardines at the new
Master Ernest Johnson has The
Lawrence factory was begun yester
day when 75 bushels of herring fresh Courier-Gazette’s thanks for a gen
from the Mussel Ridges were put erous helping of California pine nuts
through the course of sprouts that which had been presented to him
’co'nverts them into sardines. Em by Frank Newhalll upon receipt of
ployment will be given this season a box from the West.
to. about 75 persons.
Alfred J. Oxton of .92 Pleasant
“What makes a husband (or wife) streA brought In yesterday a strange
easy or hard to live with 365 days In insect of the beetle type, with the
the year?” Reference to other peo request that Norman W. Lermondo
ple’s or one's own partner, observa give it the once over and explain its
tion or experience. “How much pol pedigree.
itical independence is permissible in
The returns of the Dempsey-Shar
tlie attitude of a good patriot as to
his chosen party?” These are dis key tight will be given, blow by blow,
cussion topics for the Educational at Strand Theatre Thursday night,
Club picnic to be held this week as through the medium of the Phonoper notice appearing elsewhere in fllm loud speakers. The light will
probably take place between 9 and
this issue..
10 daylight time, or between 8 and 9
President Frank H. Smith of the our time.
Lawrence Portland Cement Co., who
has been traveling abroad the past
Rev. E. S. Ufford started afoot
two months, arrived in the city last from Union yesterday morning, full
night, and will today inspect the of faith that he would land in Rock
progress which has been made on the land. Kindly motorists simply re
new plant in Thomaston. President fuse to let the veteran pastor walk,
Smith enjoyed every moment of his and because of this Rockland sees
trip, and actually gained six pounds him more frequently Jhan it other
while cruising around the continent wise would.
aeross the sea.
The Courier-Gazette was notified
Knox County folks who attend the from Warren yesterday that two
ball games in Belfast or who go glib-tongued strangers were canvass
there for any purpose, will make no ing that town ostensibly in the inter,
mistake if they stop at Holt’s Tea est of the Maine Publicity Bureau,
House, 9 Xorthport avenue. The es but in reality working a magazine
tablishment Is conducted by George scheme and collecting a stipulated
and Jennie Holt formerly of Warren, sum after presenting souvenirs to
who also operate very beautiful the men and women of the household.
flower gardens. It is one of the most
attractive spots on the avenue, both
Indications for a good year at He
for the effect on the eye and the bron Academy were never better
Inner man.
than at this time, according to Prin
In Brooks a pair of bluebirds have cipal Hunt. July and August, he ex
selected a rather unusual place for plained, are always the big months
their nest, the mail box of Fred for registration by prospective stu
Varney, on Rural Route 3. The mail dents. Last year the registration—
box is beside the road, and there are advanced—for those months totaled
two eggs In the nest. The mother 94, at this time the present year the
bird does not seem to he disturbed total Is 146, with six weeks to go.
by the mail carrier when he delivers The work of rebuilding Sturtevant
Mr. Varney's mail, but seems to con Hall, the big dormitory of the acad
sider it one of the daily happenings emy which was practically destroyed
when he tucks the letters and papers by fire last winter, is progressing
down beside her.
rapidly. It will be ready for occu
pancy by the* time school opens 1n
Littlefield Memorial Church holds September.
It will be somewhat
Its annual fair Wednesday, July 20, larger than before. Its equipment
on Hawken's lawn, Camden street. is to be much more complete than In
If rainy, llrst fair day. The Rock the old butldlng. There will be- hot
land Boys’ Band will play through and cold water in each room and
the evening.—adv.
86-lt
all tlie conveniences which such a
building should have.

LOST—WRIST WATCH

“ON MY SET’

THE THIRD ANNUAL

COMING NEIGHBORING EVENTS
July 20—Midsummer fair at M. E. ChurHi.
July 20—Annual fair of Littlefield Memorial
Church.
July 25-—Thomaston, Watts hall, Knox Me
morial public meeting with noted speakers.
July 31 Wiscasset Tabernacle summer
meetings for two weeks*
Aug. 1—Unlversalist fancy work sale at
B P. W. room.
Aug. 9 Concert benefit proposed Com
munity Club House.
Aug. 9—0. E. S. field day association at
Glencove.
Aug. 10- Horse racing at Knox Trotting
Park.
Aug 10—Midsummer Fair at Baptist
Church, Rockport.
Aug. 16-18—New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 23-27 - Bangor l£alr.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1- Ellsworth Fair.
Aug. 30-Sept. 2—Waterville Fair.
Aug. 31—Annual meeting of Maine ThreeQuarter Century Club in Portland.
Sept. 5-7—Bluehlll Fair.
Sept. 5-8—Lewiston State Fair.
Skpt. 13-15—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 27-29 North Knox Fair, Union.
Oct. 4 6- Lincoln County Fair, Damaris
cotta.
Oct. 11 13—Topsham Fair.
Oct. 18—Special State election on primary
law.
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TO CITY SUBSCRIBERS

The Courier-Gazette has resumed
its former practice of printing upon
the margin of the paper the nameand address of the subscriber sup
plied by calrier-hoy. The practice
was discontinued in the Interest of
time-saving in getting the paper
circulated, but so many errors have
crept in that a return to the old
method seeans desirable.
Each subscriber entitled to car
rier-boy delivery should now receive
a paper bearing his own name and
street
address,
togethc-r
with
stamped figures showing the time to
which his subscription is paid.
The business office will cordial
ly appreciate the help of its patrons
tn attaining the desired results, and
requests notification of any errors
appearing in the printed address, or
failure to receive the proper copy of
the paper. Telephone 770 and correc
tion will be made.

Albert Bennett of Corinna was ta
ken in-custody Saturday night after
being found intoxicated on the street.
Sunday he complained of severe bod.
ily pains and for a time was prac
tically blind,
The, city physician
recommended that he be removed to
the hospital. He had a similar ex
perience in Waterville a year ago.
and on his person was found a news
paper clipping to that effect. His
malady is believed to be the result
of some sort of drink.

W’e love your trees, your ocean view.
The islands off tlie shore—
The rocky beach, the sunsets bright,
What can we ask for, more ?
We see “the boat” go bv each night.
Ablaze with cheerful light ;
We never fail to look for it.
And watch it with delight.

We have tills fine Society,
Improvement is our atm,
Each year we plan for better things
To spread our Beach's fame.
O Crescent Beach, beloved spot I
We'll search the State in vain.
And ne’er will find a better spot
For summering in Marne.

Capt. Charles R. Magee has re
sumed his duties as Inspector lof
customs.
Two trotting horses owned by
Alonzo II. Newbert of South Wey
mouth, Mass, will arrive tomorrow
morning, and will be seen in action
at Knox Park Aug. 10.

Alderman Arthur L. Andrews is
having his annual vacation from the
Burpee Furniture Co.’s store. The
Maine Coast League will claim a
liberal share of his attention.
A diaphone call about 9 o’clock
Sunday morning caused a general
rush for the- troublesome 49 district
where a small fire was in progress
at the Trinity street home of Fred
Keating. Engine l’s chemical line
ended the excitement with small
damage.

F. H. Smith of Ash Point is put
ting one of his Rhode Island Red
pullets on the head and giving it a
few extra side dishes at dinner time,
nice honest to goodness egg when
only four months and five days old.
Mr. Smith also defies any other Knox
County poultryman to show a better
Plans are- rapidly taking form for record.
a big firemen’s muster to be held
in Topsham on the Fair Grounds,
The new home of the Spanish
Labor Day. under the direction of I Serenaders, Ding Dong pavillion at
the Androscoggin Veteran Firemen’s Tenants Harbor, is in full swing
Association. The Association plans | under its three popular and hustling
to make it one of the biggest musters new
raanagi-.-s—Raymond
Perry,
held in the State this season. Tubs Sidney Bird and Harlan Atherton.
from all over Maine will be invited The Serenaders will play for the
and probably several out-of-state- 'Tuesday and Thursday ances with
machines. In the morning those in a change of Orchestra Saturay's.
charge plan to run a double-header j The new managers are especially
baseball game with some of the best soliciting afte-rnoon card parties and
teams in the State on the field. Al ] picnics. They are prepared to cater.
ready over 8300 has been raised but
if tlie muster is to he what the boys
Clarence E. Daniels was the ce-nwish to make it at least J800 will be tral figure in a rousing good session
necessary for prizes.
of the Forty Club yesterday. His
talk on his recently concluded EuThe funeral services of the late j ropean jaunt was just to the taste
Fred J. Bicknell, which took place ! of the fun loving crowd and he was
William
at tjhe Ifamily residence on Knox j applauded to tho echo.
street Sunday afternoon, saw a large I Glendenning Jr., provided the cigars
attendance of friends of the deceased. I lor an excellent reason, the nominat
In the absence of Rev. Mr. Browne, ing committee for next term's
pastor of the church in which Mr. officers was appointed foreshadowing
Bicknell had membership, Rev. fred the end of President Fred C.
successful administration
A. Snow, a long-time ministerial as Black’s
sociate, officiated and paid a warm and the Club unanimously voted to
i finance a picnic for Children’s Play
tribute to the memory of his friend.
ground.
The impressive burial service of the
Grand Army of the Republic was
read by Commander W. P. Hurley
and Chaplain H. R. Huntley of Ed
win Libby Post, the former adding
R. V. F. A.
his personal testimony to the char
SPEAR HALL
acter of their comrade as a citizen
and a soldier. There were many
WEDNESDAY EVG., JULY 20
flowers, including a piece from the
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
directors of the Livingston Manufac
POPULAR PRICES
*
turing Co., of which Mr. Bicknell
was the president. The bearers were
Vesper A. Leach, Osmond A. Palmer.
Aimon B. Cooper. John H. Brubaker.
Orrin F. Smith and A. B. Day, and
interment was In Achorn cemetery.

The Cruiser Seattle proceeded to
Portland yesterday after a week’s]
stay at this port, in the course of
which she was inspected by hun
dreds of citizens and visitors. The
Seattle is an old ship—almost obso
lete and very much smaller than
many of the warships which have
been here on trial, but It was the
first time for a long while that a war
craft has been open for inspection
and everybody seemed to want to im-1
prove the opportunity. The officers
and sailors came ashore frequently |
and everybody enjoyed seeing them.^
The sailors were a particularly fine,
looking and well behaved lot of men.
There will probably be no more war
ships here until fall, unless we be-,
come naughty and they are sent here
to tame us.

Special on Girls’ and Women’s
Knickers in Greys and Tan Tw<eds:'
also Khaki colors, priced at $1.95.
Bargain
Basement,
Fuller-CobbDavis.—adv.
Special on Girls’ and Women’s
Knickers in Greys and Tan Tweeds,
also Khaki colors, priced at $1.96.
Bargain
Basement,
Fuller-GobbDavis.—adv.

0 Crescent Beach, beloved spot I
We’ll search tlie State In vain,
And ne’er will find a better spot
For summering in Maine.

DANCE

DANCE

Walter N. Emerson of Chicago
will he in Rockland on Thursday !
and Camden on Wednesday in an at
tempt to find some old and rare :
postage stamps to add to his collec
tion. He can be seen at The Cou
rier-Gazette office Thursday or that
of the Camden Publishing Co., Wed
nesday and will he glad to buy any
thing that local people may have to
offer.
Mr. Emerson is a former
Maine man and will be remembered
by many in this vicinity.—adv.

Grange Hall
SOUTH THOMASTON

FRIDAY EVENING
Kirk’s Orchestra
Dancing 8.30
Good Roads—Come On Down
56-T-tf

New Summer Cretonnes
Saturday night, in spite of the
continued static which accom
panies electrical storms, I had
fairly good results from WGY,
WEEI, WJZ,
WMCA, WBZ,
KDKA, WPG and WEAF. WMCA
was very strong, so good, in fact,
that it received a special notice
from “Cruising the Air.”
The reception last night was
the best I have had for a week
and my compliments are extend
ed to WJR, WOR, WEEI, WJZ,
WBZ, KDKA and WPG. Those
who like to get the baseball re
turns are respectfully referred to
KDKA at 10 p. m.
Of course you are having your
set dolled up for Thursday nights
big show.

ELIZABETH I. FRENCH SPEAR
Elizabeth I. French Spear died
July 11 at her home in Warren
where she was born and lived lire
quiet and beautiful life. Her health
had been failing for several years,
and her last illness covered a period
of several months.
She was a loving and gentle wife
ami mother giving unstintingly of
her service to her family; profound
ly loyal as a friend, holding a heart
full of Christian charity and toler
ance, speaking ill of no one and
having a good word for all; and al
though not a church member she
was a deep believer In Its teach
ings and encourage and led hre
children to follow them.
Although Mrs. Spoar lived quietly
at home she enjoyed meeting people
and was interested in many things
and always responsively sympathet
ic for those who sorrowed. She was
of an ambitious and diligent natureand possessed the courage to meet
and overcome great ililficulties. Hers
was, indeed, a brave, tender and
noble spirit carrying her uncom
plainingly through months of great
suffering, upholding her weakened
body to the last anil giving her painwearied face the glory of her gentle
sweet smile-, even to the end.
Her friends Wilf not forget her:
her husband and children will ever
deeply grieve for her loss. She is
survived by hc-r husband. Melbourn
A. Spear; her daughter, Agnes Spear
Brennan of Rockland and another
daughter Clyde Spear of New York,
and son-in-law Maynard Brennan of
Rockland. The funeral was at her
home whore the floral offerings
were many and beautiful. Inter
ment was at the Matthews cemetery.
Warren.

Make your home radiate happiness
with these bright cretonnes
i Visit our enlarged Drapery Department and take advantage of these special prices.

[Alpine Crash Cretonnes, new block patterns............. 39c and 59c
i Cretonne Valance by the yard, per yard............................... 29c
! Cretonne Tie-backs to match valance, per yard...................... 10c
(Monk’s Cloth, per yard.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ................................ 69c

Special Purchase in Curtains
200 pairs of Marquisette Panels with silk fringe, at...............................65c per pane
300 pairs of Voile Curtains, ruffled, with tie-backs................................... 50c per pair
200 pairs of Fine Muslin Curtains with colored borders of gold, rose or blue
valance and tie-backs to match. Very special at ...............................$1.00 se
100 pairs Cross’Barred Marquisette with cole red ruffles and tie-backs. Blu£
rose or gold ....................................................................................................... 50c pair

ROCKLAND
FIRE
ALARM
25
27
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
42
43
45
46
47
48
49
51
52
53
54
62
75
85
22
5
1-1

Main Street, Corner Limerock
Pacific and Mechanic streets,
near Snow’s Store
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
Tillson Avenue
Cor. Suffolk and Fulton Streets
Main Street, Corner North
Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
Main Street, Corner Park
Broad Street, Corner Grace
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
Middle Street, opposite Fern
Main Street at Rankin Block
Knox County General Hospital
North Main Street, Cor. Warren
Camden and Front Streets
Head of Cedar Street
West Meadow Road
Camden Street, near F. 3. Church
M averick, Cor. Spruce
Militia Call
Veteran Firemen’s Association
Out-of-town call
Chiefs Call
Repeated, No School
Two single strokes fire all out.
BORN

Ames- Rocklaigl. July —, to Mr. anil Mrs.
Oscar Ames, a daughter—Ada Glennis.

MARRIED
Ela-Counce North Madison, July 11. hv
Rev.
-S. Mitchell, Arthur B. Bis of North
Anson and Miss Mildred B. Oottiwe of
Madison, (formerly of Thomaston).

DIED
Snowman Rock’anil. July 18, Marie
.
widow of William A. Snowman, aged 83
years. 9 monthv 3 days. Funeral Thursday
at 2 o’clock at ‘81 Crescent street.
Wadsworth—Hope, July 16. Itandall K.
Wadsworth, aged 68 years, H months, 3
days.
Pallantyne—Rockland. July
17,
Harry
Pallantyne, a native of Waltham. Mass, aged
42 years, 11 mouths, 7 days. Interment in
Waltham, Mass.

ss; SENTER CRANE COMPANY
I
1
The annual fair of Littlefield Me- ’ There Is stated to have been a
Kockland plays another game tn
mortal Church will he held on the great increase in the newspaper- , Togus one week from next Sunday
Thomas Hawken lawn tomorrow,reading habit since the war. The
and If there* is one point difference
The Boys’ Band will play in the ' war gets blamed for everything.— , in the score then it will be in Rock
evening.
, Bunch.
land’s favor, instead of “agin” it.

Heinz Special!
BAKED BEANS
CALIFORNIA PEA BEANS WITH PORK AND PLAIN SAUCE OR
WITH TOMATO SAUCE
Your Choice of Three Kinds
Medium Size 18 oz. Tin, $1.80 per dozen (2) Tins Free
Large Size, 30 oz. Tin, $3.00 per dozen, (2) Tins Free
Heinz Red Kidney Beans with Pork and Plain Sauce, medium size,
17 1-2 oz. Tin, $2.15 per dozen, (2) Tins Free
THIS OFFER HOLDS GOOD ALL THIS WEEK

WEDNESDAY- THURSDAY

CARD OF THANKS

TUB BUTTER

We wish to express our sincere thanks to
our many friends who were so kind to us In
our late sorrow.
IMr. and Mrs. William Whitney and family.
Mrs. Eugenie L. Wliltney.
•

A New Low Price

Lb. 39c

CARD OF THANKS

Wo wish to express our heartfelt thanks
and appreciation for the many loving and
kind acts during our bereavement, the I<*ls of
our wife, daughter and siste-, Mrs. Olga
S’nrr Williams; also for tlie beautiful floral
offerings.
Robert Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer -Starr
and familv.
Rockville. July 19.

CARNATION MILK
Tall Can 10c

COCAMALT

TUNA FISH

A Cool Drink for the Hot Day.

A Treat in Salad—All Light Meat.

25c Can

Two cans 35c

JAM

A $10.00 BILL

WELSH RAREBIT

The Children’s Spread—Three Flavors.

Will Protect You For a Whole
Year Against

A Summer Food—In Two Sizes

5 lb. wooden pail 90c

SICKNESS
AND ACCIDENT

25c, 50c Jar

CRAB MEAT

Tickets $2.50 each, may be obtained at

NO MEDICAL EXAMINATION
Anyone 16 to 70 Years Accepted
$5000 Principal Sum
$3500 Loss of Hands, Feet or Eye
sight
$25.00 Weekly Benefit for Stated
Accident or Sickness
$50 Weekly Double Indemnity.
DOCTOR'S BILLS, Hospital Bene
fit and Other Attractive Features
to help you in time of need, all as
shown in policy.
Can you afford to have your
salary stopped and pay costly
medical bills, perhaps lose your
job, because of pneumonia, ap
pendicitis or the many other sick
nesses that are prevalent at this
time of the year? Besides, an ac
cident may disable you and stop
your salary. Avoid that risk !
(Agents Wanted for Local
Territory)

MOOR’S DRUG STORE

HARRY B. BRADBURY

SECOND ANNUAL PICNIC
OF WINSLOW-HOLBROOK POST, A. L.

An Ocean Sail
A Nice Dinner
A Grand Good Time
A 15 Piece Band

SUNDAY, JULY 24

Authorized Representative
9 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

For the Evening Meal—Cool, Delicious.

Per Can 29c

FISH COUNTER
MACKEREL
SALMON
LOBSTERS .
CLAMS
SWORDFISH
HALIBUT
HADDOCK
CORNED HAKE

“S. 0. S.”—Little pads of Mineral Wool, plus cleansing and polish
ing coating—nothing so handy to apply and so effective.......... 10c

,

SHREDDED WHEAT

EAGLE MILK

The Breakfast Food.

Big Value

Two Pkgs. 19c

18c Can

FERRY’S FOODLAND
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HOST TO HUNDREDS

enui^y

Aspirin

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST!
Proved safe by millions and prescribed by physicians for
Colds

Pain

Headache
Neuralgia

Neuritis
Toothache

Lumbago
Rheumatism

DOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Cajt. A. E. Rawley, Former
Tenant’s
Harbor
Bay,
Commands the Belfast.
Fajv in this section of Maine, as
well aa many other sections both in
and out of the state, who have made
a trip to Boston on the steamer Bel
fast, of the Eastern Steamship Lines.
Inc., have failed to strike up an ac
quaintance with "Cap'n Rawley,” go
ing either one way or the other.
I This congenial “skipper.” official
ly kn uvn as Capt. Alfred E. Rawley,
of Hampden Highlands, not only,
goes out of his way in the interests '
of the passengers’ safety, but goes I
out of his way in the inter
est of their enjoyment of the trip.
In other words, when Capt Rawley leaves Bangor, on the Belfast,
enroute to Boston, or when he leaves
Boston en route to Bangor, he re
gards everybody ’board ship as his
i guests; treats them as.though they
'were calling at his home, by his in
vitation. Although always on the
official end of the job. in nasty
weather, to note every detail of the
progress of his ship and the condi
tion of the skies and seas. Capt.
Rawley. when the weather is fair,
carries along his double job. That
is. he not only keeps watch of the
water and the ship but has an eye
peeled for the welfare of his “guests.”
He is a sort of super-host.

From ROCKLAND
BANGOR UNE

I

11

io
u

*

2?

30
*

37

2?

BAR HARBOR UNE
Steamer “J. T. Morse” leaves Rockland, 5 A. M., Eastern Standard
Time. Tickets good going and returning on day of issue, and will be
sold from all landings to Bar Harbor and to intermediate points.
ONE-WAY FARE for the round trip.

31

33

32
34

Saturday Excursion Tickets on sale Saturdays from Bangor to all points
as above at one-way fare plus 25 cents. Tickets good returning to Ban
gor on following Sunday or Monday morning steamer.

24

27

53

35

34

3?

BLUE HILL LINE

40

O

Rinso

U

□□□nna

Who Said Colonel Lindbergh

Was

Fast—Rich

♦ • • •

H

Stop makeshift breakfasts sim
ply to save time. Quick Quaker is
faster than plain toast

Hot, flavory, nutritious; it’s ready
before the coffee.
Supplies the excellently “balanced’’
food ration of protein, carbohy
drates and vitamines — besides the
“bulk” to make laxatives less often
needed—that doctors and authorities
now so widely urge.

Start every day that way. Feel
better, look better, be stronger and
on your toes every minute. Ask
your doctor.
Your grocer has Quick Quaker—
'also Quaker Oats as you have always
known them.

Quick Quaker

An ambition to own a skyscraper
( a lofty ideal,

Steamer “Southport” leaves Rockland, 5 A. M., Eastern Standard
Time. Excursion tickets good going and returning on day of issue, will
be sold from all landings to Blue HUI and to intermediate points at
ONE-WAY FARE for the round trip.
Tickets end information at Eastern Steamship Lines Ticket Offices.

E AS T E R N

STEAMSHIP LINES
A SELLING SERVICE

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Plan By Which a Farm Pa
per Would Aid the Farm
ers.

RUMMER ARRANGEMENT
IN EFFECT .11’NK 20, 1927

ered that about 345.■000,004) meals are
eaten every day in the United States.
This means 125 925.000,000 a year, if
you have a fancy for impressive fig
ures.
Almost all the ingredients of
these meals have to be shipped b.v
rail, steamship and highway to fill
115,000,000 American stomachs three
times daily. Now the farmers are
finding that a great deal tf what
people eat is shipped in from some
place else, when it might as well
have been supplied from nearby
farms.
The incomes of thousands of farm
ers would be increased several per
cent if they could sell for nearby
consumption instead of for distant
shipment. The cost of the haul has
to come either out of the farmer’s
pocket or the consumer’s pocket, or
both.
To assist farmers who are interest
ed in their local opportunities f r
serving nearby markets, as urged by
the government’s agricultural ex
perts. the magazine Farm and Fire
side has inaugurated a selling service
which will probably be widely adopt
ed and imitated by the rural press
throughout the country. It aims to
show the farmer, practically and
definitely, how imported food ♦upplies in every community can be re
placed by the same products locally
produced, and also how home-grown
foods of one kind can be sold to take
the place of shipped-in products of
other kinds. The opportunity is un
doubtedly there, and the result will
be as profitable as the fanners of
the country desire to make it.
Many a town family has for Sun
day dinner a packing-house roast
which has been shipped hundreds of
miles, when a tasty chicken from a
nearby farm would have suited them
much better.
Perhaps the day is
coming ’when they can have what
they want.

• June 27th to September 24th, Inclusive.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

r

VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vitialharen dally except
Sunday at 7 00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Ar
riving at Rockland at 8.30 A. M. and 2.30
P. M.
Return Leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
The Department of Agriculture, direct for Vlnalhaven. arriving at 11.00 A. M.
studying the problem of getting more Leaves Rockland tTillson's Wharf) at 3.00
money for the farmers, has discov P. M • and Maine Central Wharf at 3.15 for
North Haven and Vinalhaven.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6.30,
North Haven at 7.30 ; due at Rockland about
3.50 A. M.
Return Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M.,
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40; duo
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B H. STINSON. General Agent.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland

i
I
•
j
I

for

Augusta, t9 40 a. m., fl.10 p. m., t-5 40 p. tn.
Bangor, f9 4Oa. m , fl 10 p. m , J5 40 p. tn.
Boston, tti.50 a. m., |9.40 a. m., fl.10 p. tn.,
J5.40 p. ra.
Brunswick, f6.50 a. m., 9.40 a. m., fl.lOp. m.,
to. 40 p.m.
Lewiston, f6.50 a. m., fl.10 p. tn.
New York, fl.lOp. ni., t*5.40p.ra.
Philadelphia, C*5.4O p. tn.
Portland, fti.5O a. tn., f9.40 a. in., fl.10 p. tn.,
15.40 p. m.
Washington, C*5.40 p. tn.
Waterville, f9 40 a. m., tl. 10p.m., J5 40 p. tn.
Woolwich, fb.5O a. tn., f9.40 a. m., fl.lOp. m.,
to 40 p. tn.
f Daily,except Sunday, t Daily, except Saturday.
* Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
except coach between Rockland and Portland.
C Daily, exceptSat. to July 4, inc., and Aug. 23 to
Sept. 25rinc.,Tues., Thurs. and Sun , luly 7 to
August 21, inc. Will not run Sun. luly 3.

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
100 Main Street
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
C21?« Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
Evanlngs by Appointment_____

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

Ute Norman R. Flour, Three Crow
Soda, Three Crow Cream of Tar*
tar and make your Biscuits de
licious.

Bashful?

c«F

AVE hot nourishing breakfasts.

One-way fare for the round trip

ET

J?

23

22

21

—in half the time!

li

15

J8

ir

Now I can do
the biggest
Summer wash

i'i

13

Steamer “Belfast” or “Camden” leaves Rockland, S A. M., Eastern
Standard Time, for Camden, Northport, Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport, Bangor, and returning, leaves Bangor at 2 P. M., Eastern Standard
Time, due in Rockland at 7 P. M. See time table for leaving and return
ing times from intermediate landings. Tickets are on sale at all land
ings between Bangor and Rockland. Tickets good going and returning
on day of issue.

F course the wash is heavier during
the warm months, and things get
4T
43
so much dirtier. But that doesn’t
bother me one bit now.
► Accept only “Bayer” package
50
44
47
I have found a way to get the bigge9t
which contains proven directions.
summer washout of the way in no time,
Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
52
54
52
53
without the least bit of hard rubbing. I
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
just soak everything in thick, creamy
Aspirin , la the trade mark ot Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacldeater of Sallcjllcacld
Rinso suds—and dirt and stains float
55
off by themselves!
Clothes come out of a Rinso soaking
57
• * * ♦
THE PRESIDENCY
much brighter and whiter than I could
YANKEE GENIUS
He Is known to hundreds upon ' rub them. I don’t even need to boil,
1®, 1925, Western Newspaper Union.)
....
D
I hundreds who have made the Ban- because Rinso sterilizes, too! So now my
Smith’s Boom Degenerating How a .Village
Postmaster gor-Boston trip and the impression kitchen is cool on washdays.
Vertical.
Horizontal.
Into Joke
Says
New
York
1
Got
Uncle Sam To P-V1 he makes upon all is the same. That I
1—Preposition
1—Also
2—Smell
Rinso makes our water wonderfully
J
JO
iuib.
vjui
tu title jam IO ray ls he ls held in the highest of re- I soft and sudsy. It’s all I need on wash
3—Father
a—Kind of plant
6—Kind of fish
4— Part of "to be”
spect and admiration, for efficiency, day. Just ask your grocer for
Chairman.
His Freight Bill.
6—Skill
5— To shout
7—To rap gently
personality and sterling character;
8
—
Small
stream
8
— Mark of authority
and no passc.nger ever loses a min
Asserting that Gov. Smith’s Presi
10—Fold of cloth
9— Horselike water spirit
Since the recent trans-Atlantic ute's sleep, in calm or storm, when
12— Happy and carefree
10— Material from which Scotch kil
dential boom is rapidly degenerating flights, many comparisons have- been he knows Cap’n Rawley is on the
13— Kingdom
ties are made
into a political joke, the New York drawn of men and what have led Job—which means all the time,
IB—Companion
11— Piece of furniture
17— Brick carrier
12— Piety
14—Bronze
The Belfast s master is a purely
Republican State Committee declared , them to success. There are those
18— Meadow
16—Meadow
17—That man
He was born in
The granulated soap that soaks
Tuesday, adding tnat New York "ho have viewed only the d,„,'. ,Maine product.
19
—
Insect
20—Printing measure
bton 'palais, Maine, and in his early years
clothes whiter—no scrubbing.
State would be “safely Republican” if s'de. when opportunity has
21—Border
22—Consumer
23—Singly
Others''
the Democrats named Smith “to dis- ! swallowed up in gloom.
______ a 1„'8 Parents moved to Tenant’s Har23—An apse (architectural term)
24—Mixture of vegetables
pose of his perennial candidacy with have taken matters too rosy having I bor, where he resided until coming
25— To close violently
27—Fish eggs
25—Tale
to Hampden Highlands.
26— Ahead of time
29—Conjunction
32—Concise
used to go were Just as good as
its disorganized effects upon the na likewise failed to make the goal.
After
completing
his
studies
in
28
—
Author
of
the
"Inferno
”
34—Measured
33
—
Taste
those who go now! It’s a fifty-fifty
For the middle of the road man.
tional party,” and that if the Gov
30
—
Also
35
—
Young
man
the
graded
schools.
Captain
Rawley
split.
ernor is not nominated. New York who is looking straight ahead, and
31— Gambling game
36— Part of "to be”
He reminds of the incoming of the
will he “heavily Republican in 1928.” far Into the future, which is more left home- at the age of 14 and found
32— Years between age of twelve
37— Period of time
a
job
on
a
coasting
schooner,
which
radio and the submarine bell as be
and twenty
41—To employ]
Tiie Republican State Committee's certain of reward, there are but few
39—Doleful
plied
between
Virginia
and
Calais.
ing great aids to navigation, as well
34—To wed
42—Note of scale
summary of the 1928 situation, which having anything on the young dis
48—Obtains!
At
the
age
of
18
he
was
promoted
36—Beverage
47—Pig pen
was prepared by its Bureau of Statis trict postmaster, wito has represent to mate, and at 21 he shipped as as other improvements which have
38—Comforted
49— What the watch keeps
tic Research, is headed “Much Ado ed Uncle Sam. in a small hamlet in deckbov (as it was then called! on come along with the years.
40—Belonging to you
50— To perform
A much smaller percentage oT
Eastern Maine for the past two
About Nothing.”
43— To make a mistake
52—Turned over piece of cloth
the- steamer Penobscot, passenger
44— Large tub
History is cited to show that not a years. The story told by a friend of boat plying between Bangor and young men select the sea for their
54—Light brown
occupation
now.
Captain
Rawley
be

the
young
man.
and
vouched
for
by
45
—
To
employ
46
—
Donkey
Democratic President
has
been
Boston, owned by the Boston-Ban lieves. although he feels that there
48
—
Circular
piece
In
skirt
of
drtss
patrons
of
his
post
office
is
narrated
elected since the Civil War without
gor Steamship Company, which is are excellent opportunities in the
50—Devoured
51—An anesthetic
carrying one or more of the States, as follows:
now the Eastern Steamship Lines. merchant marine for those who are
53—Gully
55—Still
Solution will appear In next Iwaue.
After
18
months
of
weilding
the
of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. There
56
—
Grass
rug
Inc.
Capt.
Otis
Ingraham
was
master
anxious to work up. and plenty of
cancelling
stamp,
changing
date
is nothing to indicate that any of
57— Manuscript (abbr.)
of the ship and J. D. Brown, first ?o»«d opportunities with the Eastern
58— Half an em
these states will go Democratic in type, and attending to other duties officer.
Lines.
surrounding
his
government
posi

1928, Ihe statement says. The .South
One year in a sailor's line of duty
Asked concerning the class of peotion,
receiving
a
meager
compensa

Solution to Previous Puzzle
is pictured as “up in arms against
and Captain Rawley was again pro- I le who travel on his boat. Capt.
Tammany enslavement.” while the tion of but $10 he decided to resign | moted. this time to boatswain, or Rawley stated that he couldn’t ask
OUTLOOK NOT GOOD
BA
Democrats as a party are said to he the postmastership and go wts‘.
□nun
head deck-boy. Then in three more
The salary of the postmaster at | years he was made a quartermas- for better. They are the finest, he
hopelesly divided on the prohibition
AC
avers, and it is always a pleasure
BHQQD
offices
of
this
cess
j
s
compa
‘
-J
on
a
issue. The statement follows:
! ter.
to come* in personal contact with lor Corn and Apples In
S T
HBCiSBE
• • ♦ ♦
“Gov. Smith's presidential aspira basis of 160 percent of the first $75
them.
worth
of
stamps
cancelled
each
cnnnn
tions. taken seriously in 1924, are
Following four years service as
Maine, Says State Horti
And. in conclusion, it certainly will
period
months., second officer (which berth was then
rapidly degenerating into a political quarter
... . ,
. . of three
„
not be far amiss to state that the
>■81 AIT
culturist.
joke. His party is hopelessly divided
„aH°Un 'e ^,eXC« 8 \ e tOta known as second pilot) Capt. Raw- Belfast’s passengers feel that it is
wag made a chief offlcer, an(J
□EH
on the prohibition issue. The solid cancellation of this office for any
always a pleasure to come in contact
then mast(?r a few yea„ later. His
BE
South ls up in arms against Tam quarter during ihe official y aUnless the cornstalks reach to the
with this congenial skipper, as well,
However, this man of “Ynnkea
ot|on from ch,ef offlcer t0 maa.
□E Cl
many
enslavement.
Substantial
and many will be looking forward to knee by the Fourth of July it will he
gen,us
could Penetrate into the '
wag uni
not forgetting it to
Southern leaders publicly have ad
making their annual summer cruise a poor year for corn, according to
future with a vision which ultimate- L a r4.flection up„n his ablllty. foBEB
mitted that the Smith cause is hope
on his ship «ome time this season.— the old saying, and while State Hor
ly and legitimately caused Uncle „ came before hc had gerk.ed perma.
DfiBOE
less. And the Governor himself is
Bangor Commercial
ticulturist
Yeaton
made
no
such
test
Sam to transport not only the man nently in the position of chief.
convinced that the cards have been I
on the date, he is of the opinion that
but his household goods as well from
The first man with whom Capt.
REFERENDUM ASKED
stacked against him. From this pub
the corn crop in New England at
HEDGE GUE HUG
Maine to Minnesota, without expense Rawley went as pilot was Capt.
lic debate two conclusions are ceileast will be far from a bumper one.
to the postmaster.
Howard
Arey.
of
the
steamer
City
CE300 BEEE EGH
On the Four-Cent Gasoline Tax Bill The cold backward spring and early
tain;
Starting six months ahead of his of Bangor.
“The National Democratic conven
Passed
by
the
Last
Legislature.
summer
has
not
only
retarded
corn
When Capt. Rawley was first ap
tion of 1928 will only nominate Gov. date for departure, or for his resig
growth but other growing things is indicated generally. Potato plant
Smith if It is convinced that such nation to take effect, he began pack pointed as master, he was placed in
Petitions containing 11,742 names have been adversely affected, Mr. ing was necessarily deferred due to
ing
his
household
goods
in
packages
'
command
of
the
steamer
Belfast,
action is the one way to dispose of
asking for a referendum on the four- Yeaton points out.
adverse weather, but the young
of 20 pounds each, this being the I this being December. 29, 1913. at the
his candidacy.
rent gasoline tax bill passed by tha
The apple crop will not average plants are coming in good shape and
limit
in
weight
for
parcel
post
pack
time
of
the
retirement
of
Capt.
Ezra
“If Gov. Smith is nominated he
last legislature were filed with Sec much above 50 per cent normal, he with a normal season from now on
will be the most hopelessly defeated ages to the zone addressed, and send Curtis of Camden.
avers and cites the reasons for this to harvest an average yield can be
In response to the question, Capt. retary of State Smith.
Democratic candidate in the history ing them forward to Minnesota by
The petitions were delivered to in the fact that cold spells during expected.
Rawley,
as he tappe-d his thumb on
of the party, shattering the solid parcel post. 'He could ship 46 pack
"But the weather has proved very
wood, stated that he had never Judge Smith by Senator Spear of the budding period killed off the em
South and probably failing to carry ages in each quarter and still be un
been on a ship that was wrecked, Portland, who has been assisting his bryo fruit in the greater number of uncertain so far this season, and no
a single state above the Mason- der the $75 limit and within the 100% with the possible exception of the colleague. Senator Speirs of WVest- orchards throughout the New Eng one knows what is in store for the
commission.
Dixon line.
land area and to a considerable ex next two months,’ Mr. Yeaton de
The charge on each 20 pounds wasJCIty nt Bangor. Capt. Arey was in brook, in circulating the petitions.
“This is the national political pic
Senator Spear said that there are tent in other sections of the country, clared.
time and the ship
$1.63,
which
he
affixed
to
the
pack'
command
at
the
ture as it appears one year before na
ages in stamps. In the six months |was proceeding through a aery dense still some other petitions which will not excepting the far west. In his
tional conventions rnd sixteen months
be sent direct to the secretary of opinion apple prices will soar next
THE WORLD’S POPULATION
fo*v when it struck on Monhegc
hefc:o tj-c election Biimino ting Mr. beginning with January this official | Island.
All varieties of
Curiously enough, however, state and which will bring the total fall and winter.
•
•
pos
offl-e
shipped
92
packj
bun... .mJ i .111,1' ,, that his party
The population of the world is esti
the City of Bangor came right off. in number of names to more than apples were affected including the
is able to unite upon a compromise ages of household goods weighing! hardly any time, without any- dam 12.000. Ten thousand names are nec more hardy such as Baldwins.
mated at 1.906.090.000 by the World
1,840
pounds,
on
which
he
paid
a
standard bearer, a similar survey
Odd as it may appear, Mr. Yeaton
age. any loss of cargo or any in essary to invoke a referendum.
from the new angle also indicates the postage amounting to 149.96 and on juries.
Asked whether the petitions re points to a bumper yield of straw Peace Foundation on the basis of fig
which
his
160%
returned
to
him
the
Democratic cause as hopeless.
quest a special election to he held. berries in New England and a par ures prepared hy the League of Na
“Woodrow Wilson, in the national sum of $259.93 or fk9.97 more than
Former estimates usually
William H. Hill was gene-ral man Senator Spear said they do not. hut ticularly fine crop in Maine. He ex- tions.
election in 1916, carried New Hamp he advanced to pay the postage on ager of the lines at the time and added that he felt Gov. Brewster pjains that the plants being close to placed the total population of the
the
9?
shipments
west.
shire. Ohio and most of the granger
Calvin Austin, who is now presi might very likely call Mich an elec the ground were not damaged hy the earth at between 1,600.000,000 and
In this way the enterprising post
states from Kansas to California.
season.
Raspberries, 1,790,009.090.
Such estimates are
dent of all the lines, was general tion late this year. He also ex backward
Cleveland carried Indiana in 1884 and master, who had operated a post of superintendent.
pressed the possibility that in case blackberries and similar bush fruit naturally conflicting inasmuch as in
for two years at , Capt. Rawley notes some out- the four-cent gas tax fails to be should yield fair although affected many parts of the world, such as in
In the campaign of 1892, Indiana and fice as
, postmaster
. ,
Illinois. None of these states regis a salary of less than $20 per year, Istandlng rllange9. since he first be- come a law. it might he necessary for some.
the -interior of China, no census Is
tered in Democratic columns durlftg succeeded in having the government (s,dn Raveling the sea. although he a special session of the legislature
Although there was a drought ever taken. However, these figures
move
his
household
goods
fromij
ee
|
g
that
the
“
bovs
”
who
go
to
sea
these years gives any indication of
to consider the adoption of a bond period in middle spring, sufficient probably represent the population
repeating that performance in 1928. Maine to Minnesota without cost to I now are just as good as the “boys" issue to raise funds for carrying on ra’n fell in June to insure a good of the world in a general way.—The
the
postmaster
and
in
addition
pay
]
who
used
to
go,
and
that
thosewho
Without one or more of the states
the State’s road building program.
stand of grass and a fair crop of hay Pathfinder.
of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, no Dem the official $89.97 toward the pur- 1
chase
of
railroad
tickets
for
himself
ocrat has been elected President since
the Civil War, New York, with and family.—Bangor Commercial.
Smith as the nominee, can he cata
logued
as
“safely
'Republican.”
going to be worth anything to any
Without Smith it will be heavily Re
body.”
publican in the coming national con
• ♦ • ♦
A,
test.
Interest has been aroused in Wash
%
“There has been much to-do about
ington political circles by the recent
the Democratic Presidential nomina
statements of two prominent Repub
tion. A little intelligent figuring
lican members of the Senate fore
shows that this nomination is not
casting the renomination and. in one
case, the re-election of President
Coolidge. Senator P.orah. at his home
in Boise, Idaho, gave out an inter
view predicting the renomination of
Pres’dent Coolidge in 1928. Senator
Moses of New Hampshire, in an in
terview at Portland. Ore., declared !
the President would get the nomina
tion if he wanted it and would he re- •
elected^
These statements gain significance
from the fact that Senator Borah
has not been known as a supporter of
the Administration and that lie made
his statement after traveling through
the West. Senator Moses has also
been traveling in the West. Not long
ago he predicted that President Cool
Get Quick Quaker...
idge would not be a candidate to suc
Cooks in 2% to 5 minutes ceed himself.

The New York Times and the Her
ald-Tribune say Senator Heflin, Dem
ocrat of Alabama, attacked Governor
Alfred E. Smith as a presidential can
didate in a two-hour address at a
meeting in Richmond Hill. Queens,
which is in the city limits. The meet
ing was attended by 3.000 men who
had been invited by the United
Protestant Alliance of Queens, the
newspapers say. When the chairman
asked all Ku Klux Klansmen to arise
almost every one in the audience
stood up. Applications for member
ship in the Kian were distributed.
The Times says samples of campaign
literature sent out by Gov. Smith
in the South have reached New York.
One is a pamphlet sponsored by
James IS. Griffin, a lawyer of Ral
eigh, N. C.

Daily One*Day Excursion!"

FISHERMEN!
Write for quotations for Second
hand—

Tight-bottom Barrels
In carloads, for shipping Fresh
Mackerel, in Ice-water.

Graduate of American School ef
Oeteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockiand

C. S. ROBERTS
Attorney
Announces opening of office In Odd
Fellowe Block, Opp. Pottoffice.
Tel. 470
Room 5-8-7
M.tf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P.

M.

Residence until 9 A. M., and by

Henry A. Thorndike
P. 0. Box 43.

NEWPORT, R. I.
79-84

Appointment.

Telephone 18*

THOMASTON, ME.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

SIMON K. HART
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Sts.
I I Manufacturer of t I

Cemetery Werk

(turcessor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only Tel. 136
35 Limerock Street
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

l I And Dealer In i i

Native & Scotch Granite

DR. F. E. FOLLETT

Marble Shelves, Etc.

DR. BICKFORD
Dentists

Telephone 911-M
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

with

PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY

Telephone Directory
Call 170

People’s Laundry

}

CopynpM by Seiberlinf Rubber Ce.

Here tn a picture that will surprise yon. Some one said Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh was bashful when he was In rarK lonrton,
Washington and New York^-but in (Mtforate he Is evidently at case. This photo was made Just before “The Spirit ot SL Louis started
across the coottocnt an its epoch making flight.
___ „ _
Here Is —MUSwr surprise, too. Just as “Everybody’s Boy" was a pioneer, so are the tires on his car. SefherUng who made Mie urea)
was the pioneer hl the rubber tiutnslry several years before "Lindy'’ was borp,

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counsellor at
Law

Tolephontt—Office 468; House 693-R
17 Limerock Street
Rockland
We do all kind* of Laundry 431 Main 8treet
Work. Family Washing a
L. R. CAMPBELL
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
( Dry.
Finish Flat WorkAttorney at Law
Shirts, Collars.

Telephone Connection

Knox County Court House

Gilchrest
Monumental Work?

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Main Street
Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

A. C. MOORE

Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MU8IC Cfli

Every-Other-Day

WOMEN CAN
N0WD0M0RE
Because Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound Keeps Them
i
Well
Fifty years ago there were few
oecupatlonsforwomen. Some taught
-----------'.school, some did
housework, some
found work to do
atlwmeandafew
took up nursing.
Today there
are very few occu
pations not open
to women. Today
they work in
great factories
with hundreds of
other women and
girls. There are
also women architects, lawyers, den
tists, executives, and legislators.
But all too often a woman wins her
economic independence at the cost
of her health.
Mrs. Elizabeth Chamberlain who
works in the Unionall factory mak
ing overalls writes that she got
“wonderful results” from taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound. Mrs. Chamberlain lives at
600 Monmouth Ft.. Trenton. N. J.
She recommends th" Vegetable Com
pound to her friends In the factory
and. will gladly answer any letters
6he gets from women askingaboutit.
Are you on the Sunlit Road to
Better Health?

TEPECO
PLANT FOOD
The
Magical Plant Beautifier
IS ON SALE BY
• • • •

L. A. Hanley
E. E. Studley
Thomaston •
• • * •

J. J. Fales, Cushing
• • • ♦

R. L. Thompson
Jameson & Wotton
Friendship
• • • •
C. L. Fales
East Friendship

Dealer* in—

‘‘
u
GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
Everlasting Deauly
(IM—

Also Scotch, Quincy, Weeterly
and Main* Grey Granite*, Ver

mont Marble*.
8atiefaction Guaranteed

W. E. Dornan & Son
Eaet Union, Me(fiXtaikevery gmve'

FRANK E. GRAY
17 Bay View Square
Tel. 194-J
*

f
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Rockland

ALL KINDS OF

MASON WORK
Day or Contract
CEMENT BLOCKS AND POSTS
COR SALE
*87-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hae
faithfully eerved the familiee of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

FREDS. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET, ROCKLA'ND

UNION

COL. GASTON DEAD

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Layr were
at W. C. Perry's Monday.
'Robert Esancy and J. C. Simmons
were at East Palermo Tuesday on
business.
Mrs. Waldo Holt who has been vis
iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Simmons, has returned to her home
in Portland.
Leroy Pendexter has moved his '
family Jo Stickney Corner, where he
has rented a place of Mr. Davis.
John Ripley and three daughters
who have been visiting relatives here
for the past week, returned to thfeir
home at Marlboro, Mass., Friday.
Miss Abbie Simmons who has been
at Monhegan for several days, has
returned home.
Virgil Simmons ls helping Charles
Thurston during haying.
Mrs. Carrie Upham is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Fred Smallwood of
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry were at
Rockland recently and called on Mr.
Perry’s brother, E. Mont Pery.
Mrs. Cora Ross is in poor health.
Foster Watt of Halifax has arrived
in town to assist W. Robbins in the
Monmouth canning factory.
Mrs. Elia Storer attended the re
ception at the home of Mary Ware
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Lulie Hill of Ludlow. Mass.,
who is visiting her former home in
Appleton, was a guest of Ethel Grif
fin Friday.
Nathan H. Cole of Portland wha
has charge of Black & Gay's canning
factory, Is here getting the factory
In readiness for blueberry packing.
Mrs. Lura Miller is the guest of
her sister at East Union.
Dr. and Mrs. I. E. Luce of Thom
aston called on relatives here Sun
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Leighton of
West Pownal called on Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Bryant Sunday.
The Black & Gay factory Is plan
ning to pack blueberries this season.
WALDOBORO
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Pratt of Portland
Chester
Allen who has had em
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
W.
Ashley
have been gucats of Mr. and Mrs. F.
and daughter Alta of Allston, Mass., ployment painting at Dark Harbor
E. Burkett the past week.
A large cow moose strolled near were recent guests of Mr. Ashley's for several months, returned to his
home here Monday night.
the home of Herbert Grinnell re mother, Mrs. Empia Ashley.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Jellison of
Miss Helen Sleeper Is in New York
cently, in fact to within a few feet
of the house. The daughter Arline • Cleveland. Ohio, have been visltinr aking a summer school course at
Mrs.
Medora
Perry.
'olumbia
was out and the moose didn't seem
Miss Bernice Strassner of Can
to care for her so she spoke to lt
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pierce ani
ton, Ohio, and Miss Ruth Burke- of
as she would a cow. calling Boss,
little son of Augusta are guests of
Boss, Boss, and much to her sur Chicago, who are enjoying a motor his father.
trip through Maine, were guests of
prise the moose came toward her
Pupils of the Grammar school and
Instead of running. Neediest to say Mrs. I. S. Bailey for the weekend
someone else ran, to mother and Miss Strassner and Miss Burke other friends will regret to learn
closed the door behind her. The were classmates of Mrs. Bailey at that Clarence Campbell who So sue
cessfully taught that school during
moose stayed around for some time Bradford Academy.
Mr. and Mr. S. H. Weston have the winter and spring terms, while
showing no fear and the family had
been on a motor trip to the White working at the cement plant in
a fine chance to look at her sleek
Mountains.
Thomaston last week met with a
body at close range.
Donald Mackay of Boston was in most serious accident, breaking hl• * * •
town for the weekend.
leg in two places. He is in Knox
Mrs. Sarah Hager
Mrs. Lou Slorah of Concord, N. H.. Hospital for several weeks
Mr
Friends
and
neighbors i were has been a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Campbell's home is in Corinth, so he
saddened to learn of the death of Fred W. Scott.
is quite alone here and visits from
Mrs. John B. Deaver has been at his friends will he much appreciated.
Mrs. Sarah J. Hager, which occurred
at her late home June 25. She was "Medomak Lodge" for a week. She He has the most sincere sympathy
born Aug. 7, 1845, in Washington. motored to Phil-deiphia Monday of all who met him while here and
Maine, daughter of the late Emery and will he accompanied by Dr. their good wishes for a speedy re
Deaver on her return.
and Janes (Sukeforth) Over-lock.
covery.
Mr. Campbell Is a most
Miss Marion Currier of Fort FairThe family moved to Union, where
estimable young man, a graduate of
March82-tf
8, 18(59 she married Cephas field spent several days with Mrs Castine -Normal School and Is work
Hemenway of Camden.
By this B. G. Miller last week.
Mrs. Harold R. Smith attended a ing to tit himself for a high posi
union there were eight children, all
tion In the educational field.
of whom lived to reach maturity. commltt«e meeting of the Lincoln
Mrs. Harry Wiggin and children
Mr. Hemenway died Sept. 5, 1896. County Union of Women's Clubs In
of Hartford. Conn., have opened their
and a daughter. Mrs. Carrie Robbins Newcastle Thursday.
Joseph Tarpley of Boston 1ms summer home here for the season.
died Nov. 22 1916.
Mrs. Charles Carr and little son
A few years after the death of her been a guest at A. F. Bond's.
Mrs. Jessie L. Keene and Mrs. of Chesapeake City, Md„ are guests
first husband, she married Norris
Hager of Union, who survives her Frederick A., Brummitt have re of her mother, Mrs. Alice Rowell, for
together with her remaining chil turned from a motor trip to South || the summer.
dren. M. Etta Butler of Union. James Hadley, Mass.
Mrs. Albert Sleeper has a noveltj
Tiie Susannah Wesley Society met
A. Hemenway of East Bridgewater.
in her yard in the form of a ramb
M ass., Sylvanus E. Hemenway of I with Mrs. Carrie Eugley Monday ler rose bush, the blossoms of which
Cambridge. Mass.. Annie B. Butler evening.
Richard Stenger of Philadelphia are a lig^t purple in color. So many
of Union, Adelia W. Warren of Oak
has
joined his parents at their camp have said that they never saw one
land. Leroy Hemenway of Union and
like it that she wonders who has an
at
Martin's
Point.
•
Myrtie E. Russeill of Woodfords.
other. The base of the petals are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Brenton
Benner
of
Also a brother Sylvester Overlock
ywhite and they open wide to show a
Whitinsville.
Mass.,
are
visiting
rel-and a sister Mrs. Delora Mank both
large yellow center, although there
of Union and nineteen g; rndchil- atives in town.
Miss Florence Weston of Lynn. are several rows of petals. It is
dren, and several nieces and nephews
very fragrant and has about 26 blos
Mrs. Hager spent all but the first Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. H. soms to a hunch. As the bush ithree years of her married life in Weston.
John Whitmore of Lowell. Mass, small it only has about 50 hunches.
the same house In which she died,
The little girls who are in Mrs. L
and in that time Saw many changes and Mrs. Howard Sclenbzerger of
G. Coombs’ class in Sunday school
in the neighborhood, being the last Winchester. Va., who 'are at their
one of the many old friends and summer home in Bremen, were in should think themselves very fortu
nate as Saturday afternoon they were
neighbors who were her earlier as town last week.
Mrs. Stewart and daughter. Mrs. invited to her home where she formed
sociates.
She was tenderly and
faithfully cared for by a kind and Benton, and two grand-children. a sewing club for them. Under her
dewoted husband, her son Leroy and Mrs. Bruce and daughter of Chicago instruction every week those girls
wife, who lived on the old home place and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wood of will meet there and learn to sew
assisted by all her children some Augusta are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Coombs is an expert dress
maker and each child took home a
coming from their distant homes to James Wood.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will finished garment. She also served
share in caring for their mother.
give
a
Tumbler
Social
at
the
Odd
delicious refreshments.
The chil
The floral tributes were many and
beautiful from relatives, friends and Fellows Hall this evening. The ad dren are quite delighted and the par
mission
Is
one
tumbler.
The
social
ents too. It is a very commendable
neighbors. An estimable woman and
one who was ever ready to help oth Is given for the purpose of supplying act and all the more so as Mrs
Coombs has no small children of her
ers in sickness and death has gone the hall with tumblers.
own, although she is "Aunt” to halt
to her reward.
the younger population.
TENANTS HARBOR
Rehearsals almost every day keep
Mrs. Sherman Hupper and family
SIMONTON
the children busy but Mrs. Rollins is
of
Melrose
Highlands.
Mass.,
are
Mr. and Mrs. Edward O'Brien of
determined that local talent shall
Washington, D. C.. are guests of Mrs. occupying their Melrose cottage for make a fine showing, although a
a
Jew
weeks.
O'Brien's parents, Mr. and Mrs
Wan-e-set Inn has a large number number of Rockland's finest artist?
Frank Marcello.
have promised to take a part at the
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Cousin of guests and more coming. Mrs same entertainment, Aug. 11, the date
and daughter Edith Marie of Mon Rawley's famous shore dinners are of the church fair. We should have
tana,, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton B. Mc- greatly appreciated
Mrs. Charles Holbrook of Somer to pay a much larger amount tc
Cobb and Mrs. G. L. Herinton of
hear this same talent elsewhere and
Camden were recent guests- of Mr ville. Mass., and Mrs. Lewis Watts
left for their home Wednesday. They anyone who misses this entertain
and Mrs. C. W. Morton.
ment will regret It.
Mrs. Milton French of Rockland were called here to attend the funeral
was a guest of her mother. Mrs. J. of their brother’s wife, Mrs. Orris
EAST WASHINGTON
C. Melvin last week. Mr. and Mrs. Holbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. William
E. L. Matthews of Rumford weie al Murphy and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock and
so guests of the Melvins.
Rawley were also here.
Burnell were business visitors in
Mrs. Annie Brown was home from
Anyone
wishing
transportation Rockland Friday.
Dillingham's Point last week.
services in or out of town will be
Rosewell Plnkham is at W. M.
Mrs. H. C. Annis and daughter attended to by calling Thompson Prescott's working during the haying
Merle have returned from Vinal Garage.
season.
haven.
William Pratt ls doing a rushing
Dr. R. H. Kellar cf Thomaston was
At a special meeting at Commun business harboring at his home.
a professional visitor In this vicinityity hall a public auction disposed of
Allen Conary is repairing Dr last week Tuesday.
The
grass
on
the
community Clark's boat.
There- was a record crowd at
grounds. Mtss Merle Annis was the
Mrs. William Gillis is entertaining Light's Pavilion last Friday even
auctioneer. The highest bidder was guests at her home.
ing despite the hot weather. Next
J. C. Melvin.
Miss Aivertie Morris is confined to
The Wednesday evening service the house with tonsilltts. All are week will he featured the lemon fox
trot as a special. Follow the crowd
was conducted by Rev. John Dun- hoping to see her out again soon.
Mrs. Gertrude Nickerson was a
stan of Rockland a very able
visitor at the home of Mrs. Clara
speaker, who was much enjoyed
If the chairs aro bright green and
There will be a service next Wednes there are freak pictures on the wall. Overlock last week Thursday after
day evening and Sunday school will It's a tea-room Instead of a restau noon.
Mrs. Hazel Sukeforth visited her
he held as usual next 'Sunday.
rant.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Curtis
The date- of the Simonton Com
last Saturday in Liberty.
munity Fair Is Aug. 27 and a big fair
“An educated man earns more,”
Mr. and Mrs. Porter of Quincy.
is anticipated.
says the Washington Post.
Well, Mass., were weekend guests at the
The residence of Clifford W. Mor perhaps; but he doesn't always get
Prescott farm last week.
ton was struck by lightning In one it.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
The lieavy thunder shower of July>t the season's worst showers Thurs
14 did considerable damage to trees
day evening. The bolt entered the
in this vicinity. It was the heaviest
barn near the door.
Mr. Morton
shower that has been experienced In
was sitting a very few feet away.
this locality for several years.
Frightened but having presence of
Several from this locality attended
mind he ran to the hayloft and dis
the auction sale at the home of the
covered flames fopr feet high In the
late P. O. Ingalls, l.y H. B. Kaler.
hay. He extinguished the Are. but
Frtd Sawyer was a weekend vis
a moment of delay and the barn
itor last week at his home The
would have been destroyed.
Firs returning to Massachusetts on
Matrimony: A process by which If you would bo well snd full of energy, Monday.
the grocer gets an account tiie ha keep the liver vigorous ro it will throw
A Pennylvania woman who killed
berdasher once had.—Macon News. off body impurities. Take this timeher husband won't be allowed to col
tried remedy: "L. F." Atwood’e Medi
Husbands are an
You can’t tell by the chin eleva cine. Economy remedy, 50c and 15c. lect his bonus.
awful nuisance, hut there is no
tion tn the tonneau how much Is
Made aad Guaranteed by
bounty on them.— American Lum
ye* to be paid on the car.------ Boston
L F. MEDICINE CO.. Portland. Maine
berman.
Post.

Along the Concrete

Liver
Pep

North Haven Summer Resi
dent Had Noteworthy Po
litical Career.

achieved marked success.
Born in
the 'Roxbury district of Boston on
May J, '18.59, and graduated from
Harvard in 1880, Theodore Roose
velt’s class, he attended the Harvard
Law School, entered his father’s law
office and within a few years was in
demand as a corporation lawyer. He
was chosen as head of the Boston
Elevated Railway Company when the
street railways in Boston were re
organized and
consolidated.
For
many years he was president of the
National Shawmut Rank of Boston,
one of the largest hanks in New Eng
land. lie was an overseer of Harv
ard University for six years.
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Babies Cry
For “Castoria”

Col. William A. Gaston, Boston
Prepared Especially for Infants
financier, and one of the most promi
and Children of All Ages
nent figures in Massachusetts poll
tics, died Sunday at Killingly Farm,
Mother ! Fletcher’s Castoria haa
his summer home in Barre, Mass.
been in use for over 30 years as a
He had been ill for several week*
pleisant, harmless substitute for Cas
hut until a few days before his death
tor oil. Paregoric, Teething Drops
his condition was not considered
and Soothing Syrups. Contains no
critical. He was 68.
narcotics. Proven directions are on
SHORTEST CORN CROP
While on a pleasure trip to Europe
each package.
Physicians every
from whicli he and 'Mrs Gaston re
where recommend it.
turned July 10, his health began t ■ Its Equal Not Seen In Past 2G Years
The genuine hears signature of •
Srys Department of Agriculture.
fail. Soon after his arrival in the
I’nited States he went to a B..ston
hospital for examination and it wis The shorte *. corn crop in 2G years »
found that he Was suffering from was indicated Tuesday !-• the De
cancer. He then left the hospital apd partment of Agriculture in its July
returned to Killingly farm.
With
crop report, which forecast a pro
him when he died were his wife, two
daughters. Mrs. C. C. Felton and Mis. duction of 2,274,42 1.000 bushels. The hen ns, peanuts ami sweet potatoes,
John K. Howard, and his sons, Wil figure is almost half a billion bushels and for a record production of hay.
liam and John.
below the average production of Hie' Prop prospects are fairly good in
The news .of Col. Gaston’s death last live years.
western states but very unpromising
will be received with especial For- , An 11 per cent increase jn the in the eastern part of the corn belt.
row at North Haven, where the de white potato acreage was hoted. will/
“The area in crops this season
ceased made his summer home for all late potato states showing in . hows a reduction of around seven
many years.
creases. and a total crop of 393,000.- million acres, or two per cent be
One of the most interesting inei- ( ooa bushels was indicated. That is low the acreage crop at tills time
dents in his political career was fur 37,0 00,000 bushels more than pro last year.”
nished in 1922 when for two weeks duc'd last year.
WELCOME IN ALL
there was doubt as to whether he or ' Very short crops of most fruits
Henry Cabot Lodge had been elected were indicat'd. with apples appear
Every State in the Union and 75
United States (Senator from Massa ing likely to he the smallest crop in
chusetts. Tiie campaign had been 20 years with the < \eepiion of 1921. cities will he \ i !ted by Col. Charles
strenuous and such opposition had and peaches at about two-thirds of A. Lindbergh, who will leave New
developed to Senator Lodge, whom last year’s production.
the Republicans had returned to thej ‘‘Crop prospects as a whole are York July 20, in his monoplane
Senate for terms covering a peril.d far from promising.” was the com “'Spirit of St. Louis” x on a three
of 30 years, that in addition to Gas- ; ment of the Cron Reporting Board' months’ tour under the auspices of
ton as the Democratic nominee there in its review of conditions. “While the Daniel Guggenheim fund for the
were four other aspirants for Sena - I it is still too early to forecast ac
curately the production of late sown promotion of aeronautics, it was an
torial honors in the field.
When the ballots were counted on ’ crops, the present outlook is for a nounced recently. Between July 20
VINALHAVEN
election night Lodge was shown to J very short crop of fruits, fur a ma- and the end of the month, it is
Recent arrivals at Bridgesidc: Mr hav-e a lead of several thousand votes tprial reduction in the production of planned for him to visit Hartford,
and Mrs. 'Walter Colie. sons Georg over Gaston, while the‘.Socialist, Pro-., tobacco; for about average -prod lic JT.ovidenee, Boston, 'Portland, Con
and Robert, and daughter Joan of gressive. Prohibit ion ^Progressive and th»n of potatoes, wheat, sugar beets, cord. Springfield., Buffalo and Syra
Philadelphia; Miss Amy Hodge. Bos Independent candidates had polled a flaxseed and rather large crops of cuse.
I
ton. Mass.; Mrs. John H. Parry, Mrs total of nearly 50,000. The Demo
Gladys Richards and son Morgan and crats immediately demanded a re
Mrs. J. F. Parry of Utica, N. Y.; Mr count and because of some apparent
and .Mrs. H. Linwood Godfrey of errors in the press returns the Re
publicans joined in this demand.
Philadelphia.
The recount occupied two weektk
Mrs. Alfred Headley and Mrs
Llewellyn were in Rockland Friday As it progressed Gaston made ma
They also visited their sister, M s terial gains over the press returns,
but at its end Lodge still held a safe
Edgar Hall tn CamdPn.
ead. The official returns announced
Mr. and Mrs. Thad C. Carver o' a month after the election gava
Pratt. Kansas, arrived .Sunday.
Txidge 414.130, Gaston 406,776, a mar
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Raymon gin of 7354 for the Republican Sena
returned Saturday to Boston after a tor, with a combined vote of 49.242
tw-o weeks' stay with his parents. Mr for the four other candidates. Lodge
and Mrs. Frank Raymond and witii went back to the Senate a minority
friends.
choice.
Wc will gladly estimate cost, furnish materia)
Col. Gaston—he gained his title as
Mrs. Vaughn Johnson entertained
and put you in touch with reliable workmen
the M,thers' Club Friday at her a member of Gov. Russell’s staff from
for new construction, alteration or repair
1890
to
1892
—
was
well
schooled
to
home.
accept defeat. His party had previ
work. We w'l CIJT?T7'TD AfV
Mrs. Albert Carver and children
and recommend OnLL i KULA
ously nominated him for Governor in
are visiting her mother. Mrs. Gerry
1902 and 1903 and for Senator in
in Easton.
the fireproof wallboard, for Insulation, Fire
1905 iand in each case he was un
Mrs. Lillian Treat and Mrs. George successful in the election. He had
Protection, Perfect Decoration, Permanence.
Newbert have returned from a visi inherited his interest in politics from
with Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Smith his father, who had been mayor of
W. H. GLOVER CO.
at Caiderwood's Neck.
Boston and Governor of Massachu
Mrs. Helen Clarke of Rockland wa? setts. Col. Gastcn was chairman of
v-ontraciors
a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wll the Democrat.c State Committee at
ROCKLAND
Ham Lawry.
one tiiro’ and aisc had served as na
453 MAIN ST.
TEL. 14
Mr. and Mrs. Fernald Ames re tional committeeman, besides attend
turned Saturday from a trip to New- ing the Democratic (national con
vention in 1904 as a delegate-atBrunswick.
Miss Anna Coombs of Rockland is large.
Outside of politics Col. Gaston
visiting her sister, Mrs. Sidney
Winslow.
The follow-ing party spent the
weekend at Camp Restless, Ames'
Farm: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bow
man, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Webster
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster, Mrs.
Josephine Webster and Mrs. Sadi
Robbins.
A surprise party was given Mrs
Elmer Simmers Thursday by a num
her of friends at her home.
Miss Louise Landry and sister have
returned to Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver, Albe
Carver, Miss Celeste Carver and Mrs.
Mary Noyes were members of a din
ner party Saturday which celebrated
the birthday anniversary of the hos'
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Carver.
•
Members of the Legion Auxiliary
are requested to meet Thursday eve;
ning at the home of Mrs. Ida Libby
to sew for the big doll to be sold a
the coming fair.
Mrs. Allard Sprague and Dorothy
will return this week to their, hnmi
in Brockton, Mass.
Mrs. Hilma Magnuson of Boston 1?
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. David
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McIntosh re
cently entertained at the Merry Macs
Shore Acres, Mrs. Charles Libby
daughters Margaret. Ixiuise and Al
ina; also Miss Norah Foote of Fitch
burg, Mass., and Gertrude Vinal.
Miss Barbara Tyler and friend o
Bangor were weekend guests of he
brother, Joseph Tyler at Uncle Tom's
Cabin, Shore Acres.
Mrs. Oscar 1-ane entertained sev
eral of her music pupils at her bunga
low, Alypsea, Shore Acres. Friday
The following were her guests: Doro
thy Pelkey. Ethelyn Carlson. Helen
Erickson. Hazel Magnuson and Na
thalie Smith. '
Mrs. Stanley French and Mrs
Cleveland Holbrook of Camden were
recent guests of Mrs. French's par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Hlbert Smith.
Miss Grace Roberts and Cora Rob.
erts of Quincy, Mass., and Mrs. Ed
win Maddoeks and little daughter
Patricia of Boston are guests of Mrs
Aura Roberts’.
Willfam Bernhard of Boston ar
rived Sunday and will spend his va
cation at his bungalow Welyklt
Shore Acres.

Phone 14

»

The lowest price at which
a sedan was EVER sold by
Dodge Brothers * • * *
ASTONISHING ECONOMY
25 miles per gallon * * *
at 25 miles per hour * ’

MANK’S CORNER
Mrs. Lavander Newbert spent Fri
day with Mrs. A. W. Winchenbach.
Mrs. Malcolm Hannan and chil
dren spent a few days with her
mother last week.
Mrs. Laverna Orff called on Mrs.
D. B. Starrett last Wednesday.
Mrs. Grace Daggett and daughter
Lillian have returned to W. E.
Monk's where she has employment
after spending a few days at Charles
Littlehalci's tn Washington.
D. B. Starrett and Everett Hunt
are cutting hay for Etta Miller.
Mrs. Abbie Winslow- and daughter
Myra have returned to their home
In Waltham. Mass., after spending
a few days with her brother George
Burns.

HEAP

waHT APS

All of this plus the traditional

Dodge Quality and
Dependability

>

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
54 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND.

TEL. 124.

Dodge Brothers, Inc.

WARREN

THOMASTON
•Friday Mrs. John E. Walker <?ntertainnd ut luncheon her cousins,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Percy of Brook
lyn, N. V.. and Mrs. James McCarty
of Everett. Mass., und Mrs. John F.
Leach of Key West, Florida, all of
whom are members of the Phipps
burg summer colony.
In drawing jurors for September
term of court the lots fell upon Fred
Fernald, grand juror; Charles H.
Lovejoy and Percy Averill, traverse
jurors
•
Miss Evelyn Kalloch will spend the
remainder of her vacation at Pemaquld.
Mrs. Caldwell and Miss Matilda
Burgess of New York who have been
at the Knox Hotel, left for home
Saturday.
Mrs. Helen Bryant ac>
cdmpanied them as far as Boston.
Saturday evening the forward
trucks of an electric car jumped the
track where it turns into the middle
of Main street. By what looked like
a sleight-of-hand performance it
was lifted back onto the track and
repairs were made.
The Garden Club will hold its
meeting on Thursday afternoon at 3
o’clock at the home of Miss Margaret
Ruggles.
The railing to the eastern end of
the veranda at Knox Hotel has been
removed and a pair of steps built,
which i a convenient arrangement.
Rev. II. S. Kilborn supplied the
pulpit at the Baptist Church in
Farmington Sunday morning.
He
was pastor there 20 years ago and
Sunday was his first visit to the
church since that time.
Miss Minerva Hili,is the guest of
Mrs. Roland Hahn.
Miss Anne L. Tittman of NewYork is tlie guest of Miss Hilda
George.
Miss Lois Hallowell and friends of
Brockton, Mass., recently, spent a
weekend in town.
L. H. Dunn and family spent the
weekend at Capt. Arthur Elliot’s cot
tage in Cushing.
Albert T. Gould of Waban spent
Sunday in town with his family. He
has the oversight of the work on the
Dr. Greenfell boat which is at C. A.
Morse & Son’s wharf.

♦ * ♦ «
The annual meeting of the Knox
Memorial Association, Inc., will be
held at iWatts hall, July 25 at 10 a. m.
Eastern Standard time, at which
meeting the reports of the officers
and committees will be presented, of
ficers elected and other business
transacted. At 1 o’clock p. m. a pub
lic reception to Secretary of ths
Navy, Hon. Curtis D. Wilbur, Gen.
and Mrs. Herbert M. Lord and Hon.
Randall J. Condon will take place at
the home of Mrs* John E. Walker,
Main street. At 1.45 a wreath will
be placed on General Knox’s grave
by Secretary Wilbur, with appropri
ate Military Ceremonies. At 2.30
Eastern Standard time, a meeting
will be held in Watts hall, the Sec
retary of the Navy and Hon. Randall
J. Condon, superintendent of Cin
cinnati schools, being the speakers.
F. Robinson who is attending
summer school at the University of
Maine spent the weekend at Upme.
Mrs. Theresa Sumner has for vis
itors her daughter, Hilda Keyes and
two Sons of Portland.
The family of Ferdinand Day have
returned from a visit to relatives.
Arthur Risteen has a position as
night electrician with the Cement
Co.
Howard Swift, Lillian Davis, Philip
Newbert and Warren Knight, mem
bers of the Baptist Sunday School
W’ill attend the School of Methods at
Ocean Park.
Sawyer
Simmons, undertakers
have rented the middle store in the
Levensaler block.
Little Miss Constance Hallow-ell
has been spending a week with her
aunt, Mrs. O. F. Robinson.
The eastern store in the Leven
saler block has b<en rented to the
Newcastle Lumber & Grain Co.
Victo% Whittier of St. Petersburg,
Fla., was a recent visitor in town.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach
and Mrs. Leila Smalley motored to
Jefferson Monday to visit mother
Winchenbach.
The Ahern and Patterson family
are spending a vacation in Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Biggins who have
been guests of their sister, Mrs.
Walter Currier, have returned to
Bangor.

Every-Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column

Xliss Muriel Thayer of Whitman.
William D. Aspinwall and family
Advertisements In this column not to ex
Mass, is the guest of her aunt. Mrs. of Worcester, Mass., are occupying ceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents,
F. D. Starrett.
the Fascal cottage, Villa Ridge, at 3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
cents
each for one time. 10 centa for three
Falb.rd
Park.
Mrs. Ethel M. Vose of Friendship
times. Six words make a linet spent her vacation at the home of
Miss Marion W-. tirran left Frldav
W. F. Sidensparker recently.
fi r Marcellus, X. Y, v here sho will
Lost and Found
Clarence Spear left on Tuesday of b.’ t'.:« guest of her uncle Dr C. E
i last week for
Manchester, X. H., Weidman and family for a fev
We have spared no ex
LOST Scar Knox Motor Sale, Co. July
weeks.
I where he has employment.
pence in providing a reliable,
HI. Illinois gold watch. 17 iewr'n. .>|c-n face
Miss Frances Gardiner tin tored Reward. Call cot ItLEK GAZETTE 770.
T. V. Mathews has purchased a
comfortable ambulance for
86*88
■front East Milton Saturday and is
1928 Nash sedan.
the service of our communi
The laying of a cement walk on spending a two weeks’ vacation v.ith
LOST —Pasteboard box eon’aining clothes
S. A
the western hill of Main street has her mother, Mrs. Ann'e J. Gardiner. between Warren and Frsmkfort.
ty. Our invalid car repre
86 tftf
watts. Warren, Me.
been
completed
by
Charles
R.
OverMrs.
Ella
Eaton
is
spending
n
few
sents the very latest advanc
LOST—Black suitcase containing womhn'a
1 lock's crew of men.
days in Lynnfield. Mass., where site
es In the construction of this
pparel. with
with dark
dark automobile
autons
Arnold Teague has bought a Max is the guest of her s'ster, Sirs. Fred «nd children’* awwrei,
.
.
Into* Saturday night in North < iwhtng be
kind of vehicles.
well touring car.
— a.pusn.
tween Bridge
Brli^e Hill and church Reward. E.
W. E. Moore and crew of painters
Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobson Hathaway of i [’ AHERN. 7J8 Main Si . Rockland. 84-lt
Responsible drivers an
| have given the K. of P. block a new Warren. Mass., are guests of Mr.
coat of paint.
LOST—Between Myrtle street and the
swer all calls, and the same
and Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby, Ames
Committees for the Congregational bury Hill.
Highlands. a leather vest. Reward if re
careful, courteous service is
turned to ROCKLAND ('DAL CD
86*88
Church Summer Sale to be held Aug.
Miss Hazel Lane Is at home front
given to everybody without
3 are as follows: Supper committee, Waltham, Mms for a fe,w wecks
LOST—Large cameo pin with gold scroll
Mrs. Harry W. Starrett. Mrs. Sam-|vlg,t w„h her parents> Capt anil around edge. Return to 37 PULTON ST or
the
slightest
distinction.
at This Office.
84*86
uePX'orwood. Mrs. E. B. Clark. Mrs. Mis. George Lane.
Just give us a ring—we'll do
Harlow Brown. Mrs. Frank Berry:
LOST—Light gray sweater on Main St .
Miss
Mildred
Graffam
who
Jias
the rest.
apron committee. Mrs. John Munsey. been spending several weeks with Frldav. Julv tf, with Gregory track mark.
84*86
Mrs. Frank Payson. Mrs. Benjamin her sister Mrg Kennelh Oaueett. Notify G A. STOKES, Friendship.
E. Watts; fancy table eommlttee. ) returned Fr,daj, ,0 Bethe]
LOST—Strayed or stolen three yearling
A. D. DAVIS & SON
one Holstein, two Jerseys. $25 re
Mrs. E. E. Jameson, Mrs. William
^rg nerbert Sylvester and daugh heifers,
ward to the finder. S. H. CREIGHTON,
Robinson. Mrs. F. E. Mathews: ter Doris of Camden were guests of South
Warren, Me
84*86
THOMASTON, ME.
candy table committee. Mrs. Forrest jier parentg< Mr. and Mrs. Charles
FOUND Send to The C.-G. for its social
Spear.
Mrs.
Sidney
Wyllie,
Mrs.
Aljj
erry
Sundey.
Phone—192 Office, and 143 House
column arrivals of summer visitors, summer
Margery
Misses
vah
Simmons,
74 tf
Mr. anw Mrs. Joseph Maguire social occasions, etc.
86-tf
Spear, Christine Brown, Dorothea who were guests of her mother Mrs.
Stevens. Cora Spear. Lucy Grotton, , g Josephine Wall last week have
Wanted
Evelyn Grotton: miscellaneous com- returne(j to Boston.
mittee. Mrs. Willis Vinal. Miss Mary
Arthur Elwell has returned to Bel
Competent liouaekMper in fatiti
Wyllie, Mrs. Robert Walker: decor fast after spending a week at the Iv WANTED
of three. Middle aged woman preferred.
ations. Mrs. P. D. Starrett; grab home, of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Storms C A. EMERY Tel risidenee USS R, office
as he was about as usual until the bag. Miss Frances Spear. Mrs. Dana
*,18-M.
______ 86-tf
Miss Fannie H. Fuller and Mrs. W. ______
night previous.
Smith, Mrs. S. A. Watts. There will H. Prothero arrived by Saturday
WANTEDA
Protestant
lady
about 56
Mr. Gilchrest was a man of high lie a special supper served in con
morning's
boat from
Brookline*, would like to eorresiMsnl with gentleman near
principles, with a quiet unassuming nection with the fair.
Mass. Miss Fuller will spend sev- •?,"**«?.
r-..
nature and will be greatly missed by
The mid-week topic for the social • era) weeks with her mother, Mrs. • 1 rea*
”
c 1 ■’
f s,;«ss
his many friends. He was an active service at the Baptist church at 7.30 Emm;t Fuller. Mrs. Prothero is a ----------------------------------------------'------ —
jnember of the little white church is "An Anchor."
Kuest at The shepherd Place*. Com
WANTED-Rock and cement work, cellar
wall built and repaired: also all kinds of
near his home and a loyal patron of
July 21 the ladies of the Baptist ' niercial street for two weeks.
lawn work.
BENIAMIN KNOWLTON 7.1
the Grange, also of the I. O. O. F. I pjrcie will serve* their regular public
Miss MiWred Kibble of East Mil- Brewnter St. Tel is; M_________________ Mi-nt
Most especially will he be missed by supper.
ton. Mass., arrived Saturday to
WANTED Young man. experienced in
his wife Emma < Williamson) and his
Mr and Mrs Stephen Gould and spend
two weeks' vacation with Wholesale and retail hardware trade, wishes
little daughter Marianne. He was- son j.-,.ank of Coalinger. California | her father Charles Kibble.,
position. Write ’’WORK", care Tills Office.
86*88
a kind and loving husband and in- tare guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. D. . jjr anj Mrs. Joy Willi
llliams of
diligent father. His wife and daugh- , (jonhi. having made the trip from I Littleton have been spending their
WANTED Experienced chauffeur, well rec
ter, and two sisters and one niece of their home by motor, with a most honeymoon at the home of Mrs. C •nunended, wishes poshiun to drive o- work
In garage. Address "CHAUFFEUR,” care
Melrose, Mass, survive him. The ingenious camp equipment which W. Robarts, Amesbury Hill.
This Office.
tfVtW
many beautiful Hural offerings bore enabled them
to
silend
all of
Mrs. Minta Gott of Wayne and the
WANTED—A baby carriage in go<xi con
silent testimony to the high esteem their 30 days in coming in the open. Misses Howes of Orange, X. J., were
dition
\V. L. CAiNOAGE, Vinalhaven, Me
in which he was held. Rev. PerleyTlte usual choir at the Baptist guests of Mrs. Gott's parents. Rev.
96*88
Miller was the officiating pastor and church last Sunday morning was as and Mrs. B. H. Johnson Friday at
WANTED—A man of experience to look
interment took place with a very sisted by these members from among the Methodist Parsonage.
after farm.
Must live in place
HENRY
WHITE. Rose Hill Farm. Owls Head. Me
solemn committal service in the lit our summer residents and visitors:
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Walmsley. Tel
425
31.
8C-88
tle church yard in sight of the home ____
Mrs. Stephen Gould of California. daughter Eleanor and son George of
WANTED- Kitchen help and dish washers
where he had lived for many years. 1| Mrs. Chtoter Starrett of Rhode Is- Bangor were guests at the home* of
at the KNOX HOTEL, Tliomaston.
tfa-lf
land Mrs. Otho Thompson and Miss Mrs. Walmsley's mother. Mrs. Sarah
WANTED- -Girl to do general housework at
N. A. A. AND A. A. A.
' Helen Thompson of Massachusetts Buzzell In Simonton for the week

FIRST CLASS

Our Ambulance
Service

and Chester Wyllie of the I’nlversa- enj
Her granddaughter. Miss Ellist Church choir in
Rockland eanor will remain for a while longer.
Much enjoyment Is derived from the
Mrs. Mary Grinnell and daughter,
kindness of these people in giving \irs Harriet Cold and William ParThe largest combination of motor so freely of their time and voices.
ker who were recent guests of Mr.
clubs in the history of X'ew England i C*. 1). Gould is having a two weeks’ an(j \,rs c. E. Rhodes have returned
was effected Saturday when repre- vacation from his duties at the Se- t0 Philadelphia.
sentatives of the Xational Automobile 1 curity Trust Co., during which time
Mrs. Hattie Crockett returned SatAssociation signed an agreement as host to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen urdav from Orr’s Island where* she
with officers of the American Auto- I Gould of Coalinger, Calif., he will ,ias been spending several months
mobile Association and of the A. A. visit about among relatives. These with her daughter. Mrs. Dennis WilA. motor clubs in (New England, - motor visit* included one Monday { son. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson and Alwhereby 25.000 members of the Xa- with Augusta relatives and it was 1 t,ert Johnson accompanied her here
tional Automobile Association will be ! Planned to spend today in Union.
[ returning Sunday.
Mrs. Crockett
distributed among the A. A A clubs
Mrs- p n- Starrett entertained in wllI return in a few days to Orr's Ist
—
*
lan(J
w
^
etre
ghe
W
|„
make
her home
honor of her guest Mrs. Leland
in that territory.
Philbrook
of
Portland
at
a
veranda
with
her
daughter
ln
the
future.
In making the announcement, A.
party Saturday afternoon having as
Mrs. Carrie Tribou and Jasper
A. A. National Headquarters in
guests Mrs. Earle Hall of Waterville. Bailey of Bangor were guests of
Washington stated that while the
Mrs. Chester Robinson. Mrs Dana Mrs Nancy J Tribou Friday an.l
agreement did not become effective
Smith. Mrs. James Shortell and Miss Saturday of last week.
until Saturday, the details of the
Mary Shortell of Manchester, X. H..
Mr. and Mrs. Webster Harriman
plan whereby A. A. A. motor clubs
, ..
„
,
Mrs.
Ralph
Wentworth,
Miss and daughter Hallie of Brewer are
in New
Engl;
Xew England
will “b*o,rb m*m; I Corinne White of Bangor, Mrs. Le- quests of bis sister. Mrs. Arthur
bers of the N. A. A., were reached roy Norwood, Miss Madeline Phil- j Berry this week.
Mr. and Mrs.
at a conference held in Boston last brook a<id Miss Muriel Thayer of . Fred Avery who accompanied them
Wednesday.
Whitman. Mass. A delicious lunch ]iere have returned to Brower,
The result of these two motoring was served following card playing j Wednesday is the date of the
units joining forces, it is predicted, during the afternoon.
Methodist Fair which will be hc«ld
will have a vital bearing on the de
Mrs. Earle Hall has returned to . at the vestry afternoon and evening
velopment of motor tourist travel in | her home in Waterville after having There will be a large assortment of
New England. The former members visited her parents Mr. and Mrs , aprons and fancy articles on sale
of the N. A. A. will now hold mem- Robert Walker for a few days,
and the Ladies Aid plans to make
bership in A. A. A. motor clubs,
Miss Cora Spear has employment this the best Fair they have ever
thereby securing all the privileges
nurse maid with Mrs. George held
and the nation-wide reciprocal serv- Creighton of Thomaston
4 Robert Rollins of New York was
Mrs. Leland Philbrook and son i the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Maud
ices of the worlds largest motor
federation with 900 motor clubs in i Vaughan of Portland are spending Carleton Saturday.
the Unitad States and affiliations in tho week among relatives here._____________ _______________________
Miss Corinne White of Bangor
more than 30 foreign countries.
spent the weekend in town visiting day evening at 6 o’clock with this
London is at a loss to explain the* * her parents, Rev. and Mrs. A. -C menu: Beans, fruit salad, fish salad.
conduct of Sir Gerald Wilshire. White at the home of her sister, Mrs. potato salad, peas, strawberries and
cream and cake.—adv.
Bart., who Invited his manicurist Ralph Wentworth.
A. T. Norwood is installing a
for a ride, tied her to a tree, and
The graduate is discovering that
coated her with black shoe-polish, septic tank and modern bathroom
in the matter of getting a job.
It’s obvious to any American that .fixtures for F. E. Mathews,
he took a shine to her.—Chicago; The Ladies Circle of the Baptist ! sheepskin isn’t as important as sole
Daily News.
i Chusch will seeve a supper Thurs- leather.—Stamford Advocate.
I

Combination of Motor Clubs Expect
ed To Influence Tourist Travel.

» ♦ » »

Gilman Ilaren of ^Friendship, a
workman on the Wadsworth street
bridge, fell Saturday from the bridge
to the coffer dam, a distance of 28
feet. Dr. Keller was called who took
him to the Knox Hospital. No bones
Were broken but the man was badly
shaken up.
The Misses Thornton, Beechwoods
street, have painted their stable and
plan to paint their house.
The yacht Monomoy is in the
stream about ready for sea. The
Moniiegan will be two weeks or so
later.—A fisherman built for Capt.
Brackett of Monhegan is well along
outside.—Repairs are going on to a
boat owned by Mr. Erickson of Ma
gee Island. ThA correspondent saw
these boats in a call at Morse &
Son’s boat building plant.
A diver was at work Monday try
ing to stop leaks in the coffer dam.
The mud on the bottom is very soft
causing some trouble.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Drake and
son Curtis of iS<|Uantuin, Mass., Seth
Drake of Hyde Park, and Miss M irgie Felsom and Miss Stella Drake of
West Upton, Mass., are gues‘s of
Mrs. William II. Stack ixile, Elm
street.

SPRUCE HEAD
The Sunday ev>ning services that
have been held for some months
past at tlte home of Mrs. Lulu Wil
liamson, have lieen discontinued un
til fall.
Mis. Jennie Griffin of Massachu
setts visited iter sister, Mrs. Sydney
Thompson for a few days last week.
Mr. anti Mrs. William I,. William
son, Mrs. Freeman Elwell. Mrs. Cassie
McCloud, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cleveland and Mrs. Annie Burton
were among those who attended the
funeral of James A. Gilchrest of St.
George last 'Sunday.

» . • •

James A. Gilchrest
.friends of James A. Gilchrest were
saddened u|«>n hearing of his death
at his home in St. Georg, last Wed
nesday morning. He had been in
poor health for a long time but death
came rather unexpectedly.at the lash

These Sweltering Days of July and August Bring a Very Real Menace Which Every Citizen

Must Combat. Summer Health and Well Being Comes Only Through Adequate Protection
of Health and Foodstuffs.

Hammocks .. $9.00 up

Complete Outfit $20. up
Hammock, Stand and Awning

Pad Back Hammock

Refriger
ators
Fresh, Clean, Safe

Foods preserved in our

Refrigerators
High Quality; AH Prices.

$14.85
All Styles—All Colors

y

FOR SALE AT VERY LOW PRICES

This Lumber, taken from the Large Dryers, is ideal for Cottages, Overnight
Camps, Garages, Etc.

ALL SIZES OF SECOND HAND PIPE
Apply MR. MARCUS

DEEP SEA FISHERIES PLANT
TILLSON AVENUE

ROCKLAND, ME.
84-86

For Sale
FOR SALE Best pony team in the State
of Maine 7 and 8 years old, perfectly nutted
sound and deter. Weight of pair 81)0 lbs.
W HI go single, doub’.e or trader saddle. This
is a private team owned hy same person
four years. Auto has now taken their place
Includes teams, sleds, harness, saddles, etc.
Address .t(»H\*-W LANE, ill Spruce St. Rock
land.
_________ 80-88

I
I
1
I

|
'

SALE •Hardman upright piano in
Price reasonable. Inquire
U IJNDKN ST Td. ::"7-.l.
86*98

FOR

gtsal condition.

FOR SALE Cottage lots al <'4*<»|»er s Beach
Inquire <»f MIMS CORA E. PERRY, 21 Talbot
ivc. Tel. tf-R
___________ H6-tf
FOR SALE Rabbit hound pups, excellent
stock, 5 males, 1 female, all 'look alike. Call
18 MAIN ST. Tel 313
M M
FOR SALE—‘Now Perfection tour burner
oil stove, used only few months; also Do
mestic Science tireless cooker. Tel. WARRFN 16-13
86 88
FOrt SALE Green peas and blueberries at
RI1P1 ' Y S WAYSIDE MARKET. Rockville
Td. 3 5? B
M tf
FOR SALt—Ford sedan, model 22. in good
mechanical condlthm. In use every day. priced
verv low. demonstrate any time.
Inquire
ANNIE M FLINT, 2 Summer St , City.
*P*88
FOR SALE —Clarion range in goon coadition.
Three-burner Glenwood gas range;
refrigerator and other household furnishings
Hewett
17 34 FFOLK 8T.
85 tf Innd-e nf MRS. NEWtVMB at
Bottling Works.
86*88
WANTED—'Position as housekeeper or
FOR SALE S^piare piano, price reason
plain cook in small family; good references
able.
Just
the
thing
for
a
summer
cottage
given. Tin* 679 W.
85*87
ELLEN J COCHRAN, 97 Union St. Tel.
WANTED - Experienced chauffeur would 188-M.
86-88
like position. Tel. THOMASTON 138-3
FOR SALE Ten tons of good pressed
tf5*97
hay. E H. BURKETT. Union. Me.
8«-88
WANTED—\\ ork on lawns or house clean
FOR SALE Covered riding carriage at a j
ing Experienced on best places. References
Ixargaln.
(all at C. M. BLAKE WALL
given. ALTON E. YOUNG. 14 Lisle St
APER STORE.
85 87
84*86
FOR SALE—Hand made patchwork quilts.
WANTED Cigar makers experienced men
o- women. Steady employment. J. W. A. Call at .1. F. CALDER WOOD’S, Union, Me
85*87
(TGAR fX).. lUx'kland.
79-tf
FOR SALE—Ford ton truck. Cab. starter.
WANTED Housekeeper’s position in wld
ower’s small family. Have one child school Run about 2000. miles, m fine shape; price
$250 30 CHESTNUT ST.. Rockland.
85-tf
age. Write P. O. BOX 365, Rockland, Me,
81*86
FOR SALE -S|ie«t boat. Vim. 2.1 It p. 3
cycle
motor,
speed
25
to
35,
finished
in
ma
WANTED—Experienced girl for general
hogany and cypress. Cost new $2750. For
housework
MRS. HARRY BERMAN,
Maple street.
76-tf Immediate sale at about one-half of original
cost.
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO . 32
WANTED Braided rug makers.
IL me Union St. Tel. 818
84 89
work. Only experienced makers who will fur
FOR SALE New six room colonial home
nish good work need apply. OID SPARK
HAWK MILLS. South Portland. Me.
63 87 with bath, electric lights, set tubs, cement
walks, ami all modern improvements, nice
location.
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO..)
32 Union St. Tel. 818
85 9ft I
To Let
FOR SALE A 14 foot rowboat in good
condition : especially suited for an out-boat
TO LET - Furnished front room al 1
A C WILLIAMS
S.tu’li
■GRA'CE ST. Tel. 535-W
82 tf
Cushing, .Me. or call and see it.
84*89
TO LET Furnished rooms with kitchen
FOR
SALE
Standing
grass.
MRS
RUFUS
privilege. 27 LINDEN ST.
81-tf
SHIBLES, Beech St.. Rockport. Tel. Rock
TO LET Furnished front room, modern land 963-W.
84*86
conveniences. Inquire at 103 NORTH MAIN
FOR SALE -Great bargain in upright
ST.
piano
Inquire at POSTAL TELEGRAPH
TO LET The cellar of the Havener biock OFFN'E.
84-86
ami the near half of the A. & P. store
FOR SALE Large set dial platform scales,
HARRY CARR.
75-tf
computing scales, standard cash register.
TO LET—One large room and kitchenette Prices reasonable. H. IL STOVER Ac CO.,
and toilet, for light housekeeping. H. B, 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
81 XM
BARTER
Tel. 25 or 526-R.
72-tf
FOR SALE At Plea.-ant Beach, Auginta
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. Apply Wright cottage, 7 rooms, well fine drinking
to GEGRt.E M SIMMONS TeL 4 W 79 tf water. 12 FLORENCE ST. Rockland. Tel
G1M.
82-tf
FOR RENT Tenement of seven rooms,
flush closet, electric lights, desirable location.
FOR SALE—Ladies' silk hosiery in all
Ample closet loom. Inquire at 24 MYRTLE shades, mailed promptly, send $1 for one
ST.
85*87 pair; $1.85 for two pairs; full fashioned hose
TO LET—Pleasant trout room, good loca (regular $2) for $1.75; quality guaranteed.
tion. Tel. 535-W, or apply to 17 GRACE HAWLEY’S HOSrERY SHOT, 12 High St ,
82*tf
86-tf Rockland, Me
FOR SALE--House wfth extra land at 72
TO LET iii.iiu- of nven room, ail mfodInquire at 74 Camden St :>r
ern improvements, pleasant location. Apply Camden St.
28 LINDEN ST. Tel. 395-4.
86*88 w ite MRS W. A. KIMBALL. 1 Miller St.,
Belfast. Me.
ril-KO
TO LET—-Furnished rooms for light house
FOR SALE—Three-burner Glenwood gas
keeping. Apply 6 WILLOW ST.
86*88
stove with oven. In good condition. Call 10
STANLEY LAiNE or Tel. 295-W.
80-85
FOR SALE—The John Patrick wood lot in
Washlnfton, Me.; covered with hard wood;
about 66 acres; also 1 portable steam saw
mill, boiler 65 h. p., capacity about 26.600
per day Apply to JOHN BROWN, Thomaston.
Me.
• 79-tf

Summer Threat!

Restful Ease, Cool Cortifort,
Health Bringing Relaxation.

USED LUMBER

Top, Side and Front leers

STUDLEY’S

FOR SALE—Lumber and wood;
board slabs $6 50; stove length $8;
slabs $6.56: 15 bundles shims $1.
PACKARD, Thonia.ston. R. F. D.

4 foot
stave
L. A.
76-tf

FOR SALE—366 pairs men’s Moccasin toe
oniposit ion sole and heel work shoes, special
$3.48. McUGN S SHOE STORE
79-tf
FOR SALE—Men's Storm King rubber
boots, special $3.95.
McLAlN’S SHOE
STORE, next to Perry’s Market.________ 79-tf
FOR SALE—Jewett touring car. used only
for personal car, has been rdn 10,660 miles.
Looks like new. In perfect condition. J T.
BAY. Waldoboro.
68-tf
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8; dry
hard wood, also lumber. T. J. CARROLL.
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.
79-tf
FOR SALE—Player piano rolls, 250 of them,
high grade music, all regular $1 to $3 value,
25c to 50c per roll while they last. V. f
STUDLEY. INC.. Music Dept., 283 Main St..
Rockland.
79-tf

FOR SALE—Eight room house at

129

Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and two
barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 43-M.
47*tf
FOR SALE—Carpenter tools.
MRS. I.
NEWTON MORGAN, South Thomaston, Me.
44*tf
FOR SALE—Six second-hand pianos la
good condition.
V. f. HTUDLBY, INC.
Music Dept., Rockland, Maine.
79-tf

THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE*

PORTER la for sale at J.
Rockland.

T. CARVER'S

132*tf

FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES

and estates; up-to-date-property, In the gar
den spof of Maine—Penobscot Bay
Write
us what you want. ORRIN J. DIGEST, Bel
fast. Maine.
fifi-tf
FOR SALE 65 acre farm, 15 acres under
cultivation, wood and timber.
Twi-room
house, some bard wood floors, large barn and
garage, large hen bouse, large shore privi
lege. Ideal summer home. MRS. C. P. DEL
ANO, 153 Main St., Thomaston or Tel. 185 3.

FOR SALE --Combination farm and summer
borne, in summer co’ony on sea coast; 165
acres, one house, 14 rooms, all modern im
provements, two large barns. Another house
16 rooms, modern Improvements, large ham.
156 laying hens, 366 chickens, six newly
f eshened cows, one calf, team horses. 3666
lbs., one single driving horse, 1666 lbs., four
acres jHitatoes. two acres garden stuff ready
to market, two acres grain, gravel pit, big
source of income, big crop of blueberries
croiks wo-tli $2,566. Milk all disposed of
at retail price. Buy now and reap benefit
of a $3606 income. Address E. L. R , Rock
land Courier Gazrtte.
86 91

LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
Mall

the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main 8t.
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.

Used Car Sale
1924 Star Touring, good shape ................... $200.00
1920 Dort Touring.............................................. 50.00
1923 Star Touring ............................................. 100.00
1922 Studebaker Coupe, newly painted...... 400.00
1920 Ford Sedan,.newly painted ................... 150.00
1920 Buick Touring
1916 Hudson Coupe '
1925 Ford Ton Truck, good tires and body,
Warford shift ................................................... 300.00
1915 King Roadster
1922 Jewett Four Passenger Coupe
1923 Ford Sedan, new paint and good tires 200.00
1923 Buick Touring........................................... 175.00
1922 Overland Touring
1923 Ford Half Ton Truck

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
Stanley E. Kalloch, Mgr,

Telephone 912-W
NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND

AT

PUBLIC AUCTION
The Sands H. Witherspoon home
stead, buildings ancV'lot, situated
at Pulpit Harbor, North Haven,
Maine, will be sold at public auc
tion on the premises at North
Haven,
Maine,
WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 24, 1927, at 2.00 o’clock
P. M. Frank Beverage, Auction
eer. Terms Cash.
All persons interested in this
sale are requested to be present
or authorize seme person to bid
for them.

TO LET—4'ottage with four .small rooms,
conveniently furnished at Owl’s Head. N-BI.SON B. UDBB. Fuller-Cobb Davis.
86-88
..TO LWT—ffihreo-lloom cotttajge on Lake
.Megunticook. Screened porch, electric lights.
Let by week or mouth. MILDRED RYAN at
Fufier-Cobb-Davis store.
86-88
FOR RENT—Farm house furnished, con
nected to lake, good bathing, boating and fish
ing. WILLIAM SANSOM. Rockland. Maine.
76-tf
TO LET—Cottage at Rocky Pond, six
rooms, water, garage, good bathing. F. L.
NBWBERT, 366 Main St..
85-87
FOR RENT—Cottage at Crescent Beach for
the season, electric lights, running hot and
cold water and- bath room; all in first class
condition. Inquire of proprietors at CRES
CENT BEACH INN.
75-tf
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Pleasant
Beach. Inquire EASTERN REAL ESTATE
(X).. 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
84-89
FOR SALE or TO LET—At Megunticook
Lake—four room furnished cottage; new twocar garage and row boat; good location. L.
A. THURSTON Tel. 1182 MK.
79-tf

Miscellaneous
NOTICE TO BERRY PICKERS—Fancy ber
ries bought, empty crates in exchange. New
crates for sale to early pickers. Will pay
cash or ship for you on commission. Call
or write IRA W. FEENEY at Deep Sea Fish
cries Plant at Rockland, Me., for particulars.
Tel. 296.
86-tf
ALL PERSONS ARK HKRLBY FOHblOUc.i«
from picking berries on the property of CARL
L. LIBBY at Bay View Farm, Owl’s Head.
86-88
PUBLIC CONVEYANCE—New Studebaker
sedan. Anywhere, anytime.
Play golf or
tennis. Reasonable rates. Well acquainted.
Tel. connection. Let's go. V. P. HALL.
Rockland, Maine.
83-85
PAYING POSITION OPEN to represent,
tive of character. Take orders shoes-hoslery
direct to wearer. Good Income. Permanent.
Write now
TANNERS SHOE MFG. CO..
26 C St.. Boston, Mass.
78*86
FUR STORAGE AND REPAIR—Protecting
your fur coat In summer means prolonging
its goods for the next winter. Storage means
complete protection, including burglary. We
have a greater Interest In your furs than
merely selling them to you. Your continuous
patronage depends on the service that you
get from the furs and ourselves after you
buy them. We are fully prepared for any
work on your furs that you may be planning.
I-ret us do it now so you won’t have to wait in
the fall. FULLER COBB DAVIS.
79 tf
LAWNMOWERS SHARPENED, urerliiuled
82 tftn Aral claas condition, called for
and put
and delivered, fall 791 for prompt service.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE (X).
79-tf
------------ .---------

WANT TO WIN $5?
Here’s your chance. I will give
that sum to the person suggesting
the be^t name for my restaurant
in Camden, now known as The
Elm.
86-89
MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.

PUBLIC CONVEYANCE New Studebaker

PLUMBING, HEATING

86-88

A NEW INVENTION
Putt a polish instantly on all
metals—Brass, Nickel, Copper,
Silver, Gold, Tin, Etc. Also
Glassware, Paint, Tile, ete-.
Is non-inflammable and will not
injure the hands or harm ths
finest metal.
DIRECTIONS:
Shake bottle
often when using. Apply with
a cloth same as ordinary polish,
let dry, then polish with a soft,
dry cloth.
4 FLUID OUNCES, 35 CENTS

“Buy It At Your Grocer’s!’
Manufactured by

FREEDMAN
CHEMICAL CO.

Summer Cottages and Board

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

UALL. Rocklaod, Maine.

METAL POLISH

FREEMONT BEVERAGE
Executor
Tu-86-89-92

79-tf

sedan. Anywhere, anytime. Play golf or
tennis. Reasonable rates. Well acquainted.
Tel. connection. Calk received at Thomas
; Anastasio'a candy store. Let’s go. V. P.

“SHINE-BRITE”

108 Pleasant 8treet,
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

STONINGTON,
MAINE
Reliable Agents Wanted
85-87

Sooner or Later You Will
Buy a

DELAVAL
SEPARATOR
AND MILKER
Buy Now through the old reliable
agent for Knox and Lincoln
Counties.

G. B. WALTER
TEL. 88-4

WALDOBORO, ME.
83TS9

GRINDSTONE INN
Winter Harbor, Me.
150 Rooms, singly .or ensuite witl
bath

Special Weekend Rates
Lobster Shore Dinners
Daily
GOLF, TENNIS,-DANCING,
SWIMMING
For reservations write
F. K. LEACH, Mgr.
79-90

-

DON’T ASK US
ASK ANYONE!

DOWNYFLAKE
Doughnuts Are Best
• • • •

TRAINER’S
Foot of Spring St.

LOANS MAMY

Rockland

KMAtL

«S Male BL. deeai S. Rsrttaed. T< SM.

U-tf

Every-Other-Day
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Fuller- Cobb-Davis

GIRL’S COATS
From Street Floor Stock, on sale in our
Bargain Basement
All of our Spring Coats, 28 in the lot

Sizes 4 to 7 years; 8 to 16 years
Selling at prices from $8.75 to $16.50
Close-out Prices

$5.00 - $7.50
Priced as low as a sweater, and can be worn to bet
ter advantage, and are much more dressy. These
would make nice coats for girls for school wear this
fall, fleecy materials. If you think your girl will
need a coat next season, take advantage of this sale,
and buy now.

‘Prices $5.00 and $7.50

Fuller- Cobb-Davis
DANCE-WEDNESDAY EVENING
—AT—

CRESCENT BEACH INN PAVILION
MUSIC BY THE POPULAR

SPANISH SERENADERS
DINNER SERVED FROM 6.00 TO 7.30

OAKLAND PARK
TONIGHT
MARSTON’S SUMMER ORCHESTRA
THURSDAY, JULY 21

DEMPSEY-SHARKEY FIGHT
OVER THE RADIO

STRAND tx>
THE HOME OF THE PHONOFILM

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY

I-

IN SOCIETY
la addition to personal notes recording de- '
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .
770

Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Plllabury who
are occupying the Brown cottage at
Crescent Beach, gave a family din
ner party at Crescent Beach Inn j
Sunday in honor of Mrs. Pillsbury’s
sister, Mrs. Lilian S. Copping, who
was observing her birthday.
Miss Susie Spear of Philadelphia,
is the guest of Mrs. George Bowley
at the Highlands for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Fisher
and daughter, Mrs. Lloyd Jones of
Middletown, Conn., have been visit
ing their cousin. Mrs. Emma Frohock, and other relatives the past
week.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Buckner of
New York are guests at the Samo
Mrs. Wilbur A. Pressey who has
set Hotel, where they will remain
through August. Mr. Buckner is been visiting her sister, Mrs. F. C.
vice president of the New York Life Norton, left Sunday for Boston,
where she will join her husband on
Insurance Co.
a motor trip to Canada.

Mrs. Emeline Gushee and niece
Miss Althea Hamlin of Bangor are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran.
Jr. Last week they had as guests
Mr. and Mrs. Max Daskam of Battle
Creek, Mich.

Charle Rogers and Alton Dyer are
Miss Marion Norton was home
over Sunday from Lewiston, where spending a few days in Union.
she is attending Bates summer
Mrs. Ronald K. Somes and son
school.
Robert have returned to their home
Mr. and Mrs. Irving McBride of on Crescent street, after spending
veeks
North Edgecomb,
Allston, Mass, are visiting Mr. and six
where Mrs. Somes has been ’ con
Mrs. Alfred Pettee. Fulton stiwt.
valescing from a surgical operation.

Roy L. Small and family of WestNotwithstanding the fog Sunday
field, N. J., are visiting Mr. Small’s
mother, Mrs. Mina F. Small in Ston Crescent Beach Inn had a very busy
da.,’. Among tho se who took dinner
ington.
there weep Mr and Mrs. Bradbury
F. Cushing
Boston, their niece
Fred Sackir who has been the
Miss Staples and Mr. Wiley of Cam
guest of his mother, Mrs. M. E.
den.
M”. Cushing is the popular
Sacker, at the Highlands, returned to
manager of the new Statler Hotel in
New York Sunday night.
Boston. He is on a few days’ trip
through Maine and made a point of
Mr. and- Mrs. J. Hj Lurvey of looking up his old friends, the pro
Island Falls were guests last week prietors of Crescent Beach Inn.
of Mr. and (Mrs. A. H. Newbert, North
Main street.
The Newberts now
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent has returned
have as guests Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo home from a four weeks' stay at
M. Newbert and their children Ken Knox Hospital and will hr- in her
dall and Nancy of South Weymouth. office in the Rockland Commercial
Mass., who later In the week will go College next week.
to Crescent-Beach Inn for a stay of
a month or so.
Harry Keating and son David and
Tracy Ambler of Lee, Mass, are
Members of the Shakespeare So guosts of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
ciety attending the picnic 'Wednesday Keating.
will meet at Miss Caro Littlefield's,
Limerock street at 12.15 for thangMrs. Emily C. Hitchcock was
portation.
hostess Saturday evening at The an
nual supper party of the “Cousin
Miss Ruth Conant is visiting her Club” at the Thorndike Hotel. Re
sister, Mrs. Henry Ulmer, in Water gret was expressed at the unavoid
ville, for two weeks.
able absence of two members—Miss
Ruth Cobb of St. Louis and Mrs
John Bailey of Winslow is spend Anna Butler Richardson of London.
ing a few days at his Cooper's Beach Those present were Mrs. Hitchcock,
cottage.
Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear, Mrs. Mary
Wardwell of Camden, Mrs. Ensign
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Chisholm Otis, Mrs. William A. Glover, Mrs
and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Chisholm Edward H. Wiswall of Wellesley
have returned from their vacation Mass.. Mrs. G. B. Wood. Mrs. Marion
motor trip to Quebec.
Fuller Cobb of Augusta, and Mrs
Joseph Emery of.Camdcn.
Mr. and Mrs. George IW. Roberts
are at Pleasant Beach while Mr.
All the world loves to laugh with
Roberts is having his annual va or at a lover.
cation.
Harry M. Sanborn is in the city
from Portland today.

present

Miss Alice Pierce of Wellesley,
Mass., was in the city over the week
end, guest of Miss Alice Bartlett,
Ocean street, going hence to Belfast
for an extended vacation.

<u OLD BILL

One Better Ole”
Based upon theplay by Bruce Bairrufather end Arthuriliot
VtncuUH, CHARLES REISNER
Warner bros production

The New York Graphic said of this picture:—
“You’ll simply shriek at the antics of the old Cock
ney who elped win the war. “The Better Ole is a
gloomchaser that sent the audience into gales of
laughter and Mr. Chaplin’s performance is priceless.

TODAY

Commander D. W. Full?r, U. S. N.
accompanied by Mrs. Fuller and their
young daughter P.etty Jane, arrived
on this morning’s train from New
York and will make a fortnight's
visit with Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller.

Mrs. Charlotte Whittier, who has
spent the past two months in Chi
cago and Pine Lodge, St. Johnsbury.
arrived last night for the summer
and is occupying the March resi
dence, 29 Summer street.

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING
RAYMOND GRIFFITH
‘TIME TO LOVE”
NEWS
COMEDY

—in—

“Husband Hunters”

The Star you love
to laugh with—

Cecil Benson is home from Boston
on a fortnight’s vacation.

SPECIAL
Radio returns of the—

DEMPSEY-SHARKEY FIGHT
Through the Phonofilm loud speakers will be given
Thursday night

FRESH AND COOL

\

—the desire of everyone during the sultry summer days. Lingerie—enough for
many changes, brings comfort, a sense of freshness to all. So be prepared with
things cool, crisp and dainty. You’ll enjoy Summer much more.

Silk Rayon Bloomers

Miss Audrey Blackington and
Elmer Teel were in Portland over
the weekend as guests of Miss
Blackingtons aunt, Mrs. Ernest F.
Ginn.

Regular sizes-prices .. 79c, 98c, $1.79

Outsize.. .. .. .. .. . .*.. .. ....... $1.59, $1.98

Miss Helen Denton of Plainville,
Conn., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. H.
G. Cole, at the Bicknell Apartments

Beautiful things—made of best quality Silk
Rayon. Reinforced seams. In the cool shades
of Summer. They’re just what you need and
just what you will like to wear.

Mrs. Frances C. Ryder and Miss'
Elizabeth Parmalee are enjoying a
vacation from the iSenter Crane Com
pany.
Mrs. James Singleton of Damariseotta is visiting relatives in the
city.

Mrs. A. W. Gregory and Mrs. Henry
de Rochemont and son Clarence mo
tored to Stonington Monday where
they will be guests of Mrs. Greg
orys mother, Mrs. Fannie Crockett,
for a few days.

Twenty guests, made up from the
executive board of the General Knox
Memorial Association, enjoyed last
evening the hospitality of Gen. and
Mrs. H. M. Lord at their summer
place, The Sentinels, at Martinsville.
The* supper which was served al
fresco was the good old-fashioned
sort rtiomorable through the skill of
Knox County housewives and in its
serving the hostess was assisted by
her daughter, Mrs. Van Itenssalaer
and the grancehildren. TSie even
ing following was given over to the
discussion of and arranging of de
tails connected with the coming ob
servance in Thomaston on July 25
of the birthday anniversary of Gen.
Knox.
ELA-COUNCE

July 11. at high noon, one of the
prettiest home weddings of the year
was solemnized Iby Rev, C5. Sj
Mitchell of the North Anson Al. B.
Church. when Miss Mildred E.
Counce. of Madison, and Arthur E.
Ela, of North Anson, were united in
marriage, at the home of the bride’s
parents in North Madison.
The
douhh1 ring service of the- Episcopal
church was used.
Mendelssohn’s
Wedding
March

X \ \ \ \ I LI

ISO

IBRIt

NOW PLAYING
“THE SUNSET DERBY"
MARY ASTOR

WED.-THURS.

vjpura faftarite

WOMfe

/TtlNIVlMACjtWIL.

Princess Slips

Silk Pajamas $2.79

Rayon—$3.00 value

Sizes 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

$1.98

Cool

Colors: Green, Blue, Rose, Navy,
Black and White. All sizes.

Voile Pajamas $1.79
Many shades

Crepe de Chine Step-Ins and Bloomers
v

Step-Ins $1.79 — Bloomers $2.79
Regular size3. Pink, Rose, Green and White.
Crepe de Chine can never be surpassed for exquisite
Lingerie. Ideal for warm weather wear.

CUTLER-COOK CO.

was played by Mrs. Ralph Webb of
Lowell, Mass., while the bridal party
took their places In the living room
in a bower of green hemlock with
masses of white yarrow flowers. The
bride tvas beautiful in her gown of
white georgette, with veil of tulle
and wreath of orange hlossoniR. Shewore a pair of slippers which were
the
groom’s
great-grandmother’s
wedding slippers 85 years ago, and
carried a shower bouquet of bride’s
roses.
The matron of honor, Mrs. Benja
min W. Ela, sister-in-law of the
groom, wore green georgette apd
carried blush roses.
The brides
maids, Misses Amanda Ellis and
Helen Counce. were both gowned in
rose georgette, and carried blush
roses.
Benjamin W. Ela, the groom's only
brother, was best man.

The wedding breakfast was served
after the ceremony. One of the fea
tures of the dainty lunch of chicken
salad, olives, radishes, clover leaf
rolls, bride's cake, iced tea and sher
bet, was a birthday cake, as the

bride’s wedding day was also the an
niversary of her birth.
Mr. and Mrs. Ela left immediate
ly after the wedding breakfast for
nn auto trip through the Green
Mountains, White Mountains, and
New York State. They will be at
home after July 25 at their residence
The Elms, on Elm street, North
Anson.
The bride is a graduate of Thomasham Normal School, 1926. She was
employed as teacher In the first
grade in Ipswich, Mass. She is a
member of the Methodist Church of
North Anson. Emerald Rebekah
Lodge, Ruth Heald Cragtn Chapter,
D. A. R. Mrs. Ela has taken special

work in music at I^asell Seminary,
and has been soloist at the M. E.
church during her vacatians. She Is
the daughter of Oliver and Emily
Hoffses Counce. and was born In
Thomaston.
She lias one brother
Sidney Counce, a forestry engineer,
located In Ottawa, Ontario.
The groom is a graduate of Walth
am High senool, 1912, and Is an elec
trician, Being one of the Ela Bros, of
the Carrabasaett Light & Power
Company. Mr. Ela Is a member of
Table Rock Lodge, I. O. O. F.. An
son
Grange.
Emerald
Rebekah
Lodge. He was born ln Waltham,
Mass., the son of Everett and the
lute Adella Fillmore Ela. Mr. Ela
has one brother, Benjamin Ela of
North Anson.
Guests at the wedding Included
Mrs. William Foster and Mrs. Frank
Hathorne of Thomaston and Mr and
Mrs. George Counce and Miss Helen
Counce of Warren. *

__1
A screaming, thrilling Laura
l^aPlante farce with a beau
tiful
girl
matching
wits
against Jealous women for
the love of her too-popu’.nr
fiancee.
—ALSO—

MMCORD
announce

//etc

S'/nnaa/ tya/e of $ine

f/uciny fl'/y ant//fayas/
FRI.-SAT.—JACK HOXIE in
“GRINNING GUNS”

82-tf

You Need All four Now!

Mrs. Clarke B. Frost and children
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Bird, have returned to Lisbon,
N. H.

Summer Necessity Is Absolute In the Protection of Health
and Comfort of Your Family.

The E. IP. A. Club will meet with
Mrs. Harry French 'Wednesday after
noon.

COUCH HAMMOCKS
With or Without Awnings, Delightful Bringers of Health.

city from Millinocket Sunday and on
her return was accompanied hy her (
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Ball,'
who will visit her the coining fort
night.

REFRIGERATORS—all prices and sizes.
Preserve Your Food and Keep Your Family Healthy.
OIL RANGES
The Famous Perfection, Nesco and Red Star.

George Hamlin was home from
Portland over Sunday, Ihe guest of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Hamlin.

O. Milton Priese and family of
Andover, Mass., returned yesterday
from Alford’s Lake, where they have
been occupying the Bicknell cottage
the past two weeks. Their stay at
this popular resort was featured by
the catch of a four-pound salmon
which was landed by Master George
Friese, aged 10. The lad’s ski 1 in
bringing to the boat the first salmon
he had ever caught Is vouched for l>y
William C. Bird, who was an admir
ing eye witness. Mr. Friese returned
home last night, but Mrs. Friese and
the -children, George and Jeannette,
remain this week wTth Mrs. Annie
Simmons.
_

Miss Cora Perry arrives today from
Malden, Mass., and will spend the
remainder of the summer here. She
will be at the home of Mrs. Annie
Simmons, Talbot avenue. ’

WED.-THURS.

Mrs. P. J. Pinette motored’to the1

Mae Busch

Horace Colburn of Wakefield,
Mass , is spending his vacation at his
former home in this city.

Mr. and Mrs. MIk'3 Haskell. Jr.,
and son Miles 3d, of Portland, who i
have been spending their vacation
with Mr. Haskell’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Miles Haskell, Sr, returned 1
Mrs. Adella Coding of Hope is vis home yesterday.
iting at Ralph Conant’s.
Mrs. Emma Bisbee is the gueflt of
friends at ‘‘Molyneaux Cabin,” Lake
Mrs. John Humphrey of Long Cova Megunticook.
was a visitor in the city Saturday.
Mrs. Evelyn MeKusIe and son
Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw of North Maurice spent the weekend at Ash
Haven was a visitor in the city Point, guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Friday.
H. Hurd.

Hyman Rosenbloom, who now
claims his residence in IProvidence,
but who is hanging his hat in almost
every State of the Union these days,
Charles Pierce, young son of Mrs.
has come to Rockland-—the best
place of ail—to spend a fortnight’s Filena (Rhodes) Pierce of Allston.
vacation. He has lately returned Mass., and grandson of Mrs. Carrie
Rhodes, is proudly showing a card
from a trip through the South.
which he received from the Chamber
Maurice A. Shepherd returned of Commerce of St. Louis, in answer
from Somerville, Mass. Sunday, after to one which lie sent to Charles A.
three weeks’ visit with his sister, Lindbergh, congratulating him upon
Adelaide (-Shepherd) Spillard. Milton lets successful flight to Paris. Young
Morgan
accompanied
him,
and Charles is spending his vacation in
this city.
will be his guest.

Warner Bros.

Syd Chaplin

A pleasing incident associated with
the visit to this port during the
past week of the battleship 'Seattle,
was a call made by Admiral C. F.
Hughes and Rear Admiral Y. Stirl
ing, Jr., upon Rear Admiral Albert
S. Snow (retired). It was by chance
that the visiting admiral learned that
Admiral Snow was in summer resi
dence here, wheret^ion, accompanied
by his chief of staff, he landed to
pay his respects to the retired vet
eran of the service. The reunion
was a specially happy one, for in
his early naval days Admiral Hughes
as a junior officer served under the
others’ command, and they had many
pleasant things to recall out of the
past. In returning the call on ship
board Admiral Snow took along ahis staff three of his young lady
friends—'Miss Kathleen Snow, Miss
Marion Norton and Miss Alice Snow
—and the admiral of the fleet ac
knowledged that honors were more
than even.

Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Healey and
daughter arrive today from St. Louis
and will occupy the Cobb ^cottage at
Cooper's Beach. They were accom
panied as far as Springfield by Miss
Marian Healey, formerly of Rockland,
who has been their guest.

lqi irn

REED ROCKERS
Always Acceptable; Always Comfortable.

SUMMER NECESSITIES
VERY REASONABLE IN PRICE

her happiest hit
WITH

Antonio Moreno
FRI.-SAT.—“ON ZE BOULE
VARD” with LEW CODY and
RENEE ADOREE

i

v

Stonington Furniture Co,
L. MARCUS, PMMrUtor
313-319 MAIN STREET
R0CKLAND

'.ili.'-1

VOYAGING

AROUND THE WORLD

Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.

------

J

waterfront. Families live there in
tiny rented bamboo huts.
About Manila—Philippine Islands
We went into one where the only
Now, December 2ml. we have left furnishings consisted of two great
Manila behind; the first port in water jars, a Gasin, two cooking pots
which 1 have mailed no letters. It with fii epots underneath and a bam
took me several days to recover and boo bed without bedding. No pri
vacy. Tinder for fire. But very pic
to study for the Philippines.
turesque with their thatched roofs. !
We arrived a day early at Manila. IWe saw the most, beaut if u- girl on
I took Kay with me to hunt up Miss tlie mud fiats, with a baby on her hip.
Salamanca, one of the nurses 1 knew Her gorgeous wavy black hair, be
great soft eyes, her smling face wit1
at Columbia, and I’m telling you she its pure v^ite teeth (unusual), hei
gave us the grandest time: She sent golden brown skin setting off so we
us to lunch at a typical fipanish- her dark red skirt—all was a jo| t
Filipino hotel, where we were glad to , see. She asked us why we came
relax in comfortable wicker chairs down to the poor people where al
and the shaded coolness. The food was dirty and not lovely. She wa
was not good. At 1.30 she met us, standing beside a dugout canoe
dressed in her attractive native cos The fishermen were just beyond viev.
tume, and the first thing I did was to on the twilit sea.
* ♦ * •
buy some material and have one
Then a Chinese dinner on a root
mad°. Am crazy about it.
She took us first to Bilibid prison— garden with Miss S— and anothe'
a model prison where tlie atmos nurse, one in pale green, one in soft
phere is quite humane, and all the rose. We took them to tire boat after
prisoners (2000 men and women) wards. Saturday Miss S— took us
lead a useful industrial life. But the on an auto ride into the country. \V<
women's quarters were rather awful went through fascinating villages of
—a long dormitory with double- tiny bamboo huts with thatched loofs
decked cots and many women with in lanes of banyan trees, coconut
little babies. We saw the beauti palms, etc. We stopped at an old
ful embroidery boing made and Spansh church which reminded me
classes in session, and the most ex of the atmosphere of New Mexican
quisite wood carving by men. also churches, and there heard a little boy
rattan work and bamboo work. From play on an exquisitely toned bamboo
there we went to a gem of a museum, organ. Cloisters, now used as a
one room only, but filled with the school, were still attached to the
product/* and wares of tlie Moro peo church. Somehow there was a sense
ples of the southern islands (the of abandonment, decay, about it all.
We saw some old salt be'ds, and
Sulus, etc.), the Igorots or head
hunters of the mountains of Luzon, fishing ponds in bamboo groves. We
and of the Christian Filipinos. Such stopped at a simple laborer’s home, a
wonderful woven goods and wood middle-class home where the people
were very bright and very hospita
carving.
* * * *
ble; self-supporting and self-re
Then she took us to the markets — specting. Then Miss >S— took us to
food out in the open, clothing in the fine old home of a woman doctor.
long narrow passageways, shop after It was one of three houses that es
shop. pottery and mats, shoes caped fire in the Revolution of 1S9S,
(wooden soles much like Japanese Spanish style and had some marvel
shoes) etc. The people were fasci ous heirlooms in it. carved furniture,
nating. The men wear shirts of old jars and porcelains. Igorot hand
transparent cloth woven of pineapple work, etc. The doctor has a brother
fibre, and they don’t tuck them in. I who is a doctor, a sister a nurse, and
The women’s kerchiefs and wide I one a lawyer. They all speak Engsleeves and overskirts, the varying l’.sh. Some were educated in the
touches that distinguish those of dif States. Then we saw General Aguiferent provinces, made such a pic naldo’s curious home, filled with
ture. Kids are half naked. Then I beautiful wood, unpainted, of fine
to the slums, in the mud by the I workmanship, the bed especially in[Sixth Paper]
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Sealed in Metal
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tricately carved, four-posted and
canopied.
After lunch we went to the leper
hospital. Hopeful cases are Kept
there, although a few others are
there too.
We saw some severe
cases. The place is crowded, but
patients are allowed anything they
want in the way of nicknacks and
tilings to make their place look
homelike, and can receive their
families to visit them, leprosy not
being considered contagious in the
Philippines.
* ♦ * *
A reception at the University of
the Philipp'nes, followed by singing
and dancing of leal native music
and folk dances, the latter too sweet
for anything, e; ded our afternoon
he girls in the dances were darling,
lower-like. A call on some other
urses at the General Hospital with
irrangements to see them on Suniv. and then we went to Miss Salananra’s house for dinner. On our
/ay we saw a fascinating religious
nocession, the prettiest Virgin enlironed on a brilliantly ighted float
lie reverence 1 expected to see in
he crowd was lacking.
Miss S— has moved her family tc
he city and rents two small apart
nents in a quiet unpretentious secion of the city. In one she lets the
•Id people (her mother and an
•unt) hold sway according to their
»wn customs. in the other aj>out
our young girl relatives, all earnng money ai d working their way
lirough school, and two young
nephews, live. Miss S— is bringing
hese boys up and expects to send
hem to the United States to school,
'he dreams of some day having her
own home and also of returning to
the States when the boys go. She
showed us her simple ^clothes, to nr
so fascinating, and the Igorot end
Moro things she has picked up on
her visits of supervision to the
nirses on remote parts of the
Islands—carved wood, shell orna
ments, woven cotton, silk and pine
apple cloth goods. Then we returned
to the ship.
• * • ♦
Sundy we entertained t, number of
nurses on board, went to a lecture
at the University. to lunch at a Fili
pino Club with a young official, and
then visited the old walled city of
Manila, where Spanish churches
and church schools exist, and Anally
joined ail of Manila out at a park
where a famous statue of the Virgin
of Antipolo was having her annual
coronation. There again I was struck
with the lark of reverence and
motion in the crowd. It was just
one grand spectacle, with the Hoat,
the statue, the church dignitaries as
play-actors Our friends saw us off
and so terminated one of the most
fascinating shore trips we have had.

II
SALADA1

OUTLOOK IS BETTER

WASHBURN’S
WASHINGTON

tf

WEEKLY

By R. M. Washburn

In Ihe old days when one could
lualify for a degree at Harvard by
iling a sufficient number of rent re
ceipts. it used to he a popular pas
time, particularly among its western
tliimei. to take exception to the
oersonnel of the Harvard corpora
tion. In later days Mr. Ixiweil turned
o the directorate ol The Roosevelt
'lub and C. P. Curtis, Jr., became a
nember of tlie corporation. There
■vas no question of the popularity of
his appointment, lor Mr. Curtis had
•staid shed his capacity and hunanlty. Here Mr. Lowell perhaps
night have safely stopped, for the
>oard. whether it was good or bad.
vas completely leavened by Mr.
'nrtis, as any board would have
been. But he went on. Then came
he election of Jeiemlah Smith of
lungary and Rerkeley street. Caipiridge, another man of the Curtis
ype, and mutterings from the west
md east were completely hush' d. It
s true that Mr. Smith is not a dlrecor of The Roosevelt Club but he
makes up In other directions what lie
has lost. here, that is as much as a
man can. So that the board con
tinued as a work of art by the elec
tion of Mr. Smith.
• • • .

A son of former Governor Robert
Perkins Bass is named Jeremiah
Smith Rass. Mr. Smith Hnds much
satisfaction in this, and with reason,
but he also finds some spiritual de
velopment in the fact that this child
s not named after him but for one of
his distinguished ancestors.
While
the up-to-date horizon of this strip
ling is
his family-orchards at
Peterboro, that of our own Jerry
has been large. When a man has
taken such a prominent position in
Europe that its citizens may intelli
gently ask of visiting Americans:
"Do you know Mr. Smith of the
Cnited ■ States?" which they now do.
then has he done, rot only much for
himself but also for the whole Smitii
family, where hitherto quantity has
■asily kept step with quality. These
concessions this Weekly owes to Mr.
Smith.
I
• • • •

it. Once tried, however, the fascination grows and be

* ♦ ♦ »

comes a game that has in it the most-astonishing ele

It would be a picturesque situa
tion. should the Senate, which has
the power to declare war, lead the
trmy into the fight. In other words,
there shall be no war unless voted
by those who are to do the fighting.
This situation, perhaps because of
the number of patriots in the Senate
and its close position to the heart
of the American people, is capable
of analysis only by the sordid
minded. 'Wbuld the younger baFollette be as frisky at the front as
in halls of .legislation? Would he
not be happier in a reviewing-stand
than in the trenches? Does not the
politician yearn more for the culi
nary conquests of the banquet-tabl?
than for the decorations of the
battle-field? Does he not prefer an
atmosphere where it may be asked
without reflection on him: Will he
run?

« Look after your money and practice thrift, but in

turning over a new leaf, don’t use the loose leaf system.

Security Trust Co.
Resources Over $4,000,000
ROCKLAND, MAINE
CAMDEN

VINALHAVEN

UNION

WARREN

rising

»»•»
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Price Reductions
■made possible’by theefficiency futiLeconomies of
the world’s newest and finest motowBm- factory
Enriched in beauty bvnewand
fashionable color combinations
and offering all those amazing
' qualities of performance and lux
ury which have sent Pontiac Six
popularity to record-breaking
heights—

—Pontiac Six is announced
today at new low prices on every
body type!

This surprising price reduction
comes at a time when Pontiac Six
Sales have been surpassing all pre
vious records—and is made pos
sible only by the economies of in
creasing production in the new
$12,000,000 Pontiac Six Plant,
which in facilities for efficient
quantity production and precision
manufacture, represents one of
America’s industrial achieve
ments. As a result, manufacturing
costs on the Pontiac Six have been
reduced.

So now at a base price of only
$745 Pontiac Six offers the follow
ing features which constitute defi

Witli this past Mr. Smith had well
qualified to enter the Intellectual
jousts at Cambridge on Commence
ment day last pas-. His protagonist
was none other than Mr. Ambassador
Houghton from the Court of St.
James, a post adorned at one time
hy James Russell I.owell and human
ized later by George Harvey. Mr.
Houghton spoke at the Commence
ment Day exercises while Mr. Smith
l'ghted up the program at the An
nual Dinner of the Phi Beta Kappa.
The latter Is a society of the intel
lectual aristocrats of tlie college,
some of whom have established
themselves in life in spite of tlielr
high standing in college days.

Cyrus H. K. Curtis

ments of thrilling excitement.”

Announcing
NEW BEfcOTY- NEW COLORS and

••• ••• •••

The industrial employment situ
ation in Maine showed a decided im
provement in June, especially notice
able in the shoe irdustry, Francis I.
Jones, director general of the United
States Employment Service says.
Many Maine shoe factories re
sumed full time schedules during
June. There was little change in the
textile industry, many mills continu
ing on part time or operating with
! reduced forces. Reports showed that
the volume of building increased, and
artisans were well employed. An in
« • • •
creased demand for farm labor was
noted, but the local supply was suf
Mr. Houghton enunciated
the
ticient in most communities.
proposition, made though only hy
delicious and fresh. Try at«
way of suggestion, witli that becom
ing propriety due the distinguished
company, that no nation should go to
war except by vo'e of its people on
eferendum. This would have been an
amazing position for a Republican
politician to take, for this position
was taken at one time by Mr. Bryan.
For this reason if for no other rea
son it was howled down hy those of
iur citizens, who. with a fine respect
for the fashions of their day, set out to
do last what Mr. Bryan did. That
Mr. Bryan was a pioneer for wo
man's suffrage and prohibition, while
it is a fact, ought not to be men
tioned by those who stand reverently
before the leaders of the Republican
party.
• • • •
To those who do their own think
ing. if there are any such, in days
when people acquire their convic
tions. ready-made as they do their
hats, there seems much sense in this
suggestion hy Mr. Houghtqp. Re
cently I asked a Beacon street wo
man a religious question and she re
plied that she always followed her
rector in matters of this sort. Again,
why should not those who must do
the fighting do the deciding whethef
Famous Publisher, Tells Us:
there is to he a war? Under the
Constitution, the Cnited States Sen
ate declares war. It was said that
“We do not realize what saving can mean until
Mr. Wilson delayed our entry into
the Great War until the country
we have experimented with it. Saving money is
wanted It. And yet the draft was
necessary. The htro of the war is
simply a matter of habit to be acquired the same as
the private soldier. While a General
on the safe end of a telephone wire
other habits. The trouble is so few are willing to try
orders tli^ charge it is the private
soldier who does the job.

TEA .

Always
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nite assurance of lasting safigfitction and which amt obtainable in
no other low priced six: (1)—
Bodies by Fisher—with all the
Fisher advantages in styling, com
fort and safety. (2)—The smooth
ness, power and snap of the larg
est engine used in any six priced
up to $1,000. (3)—The endurance
and stamina assured by an oiling
systemwhich forces250 gallons of
oil an hour through the engineat
35 m. p. h. (4)—The convenience
and luxury ofsuch featuroas tilt
ing beam headlights ith foot con
trol and Fisher W windshield.

A

145

1

w

These are four great factors of
satisfaction which every buyer of
a low-priced six has the right to
expect. Yet -not one of them is
provided on any other six, at or
near the new low prices of the
Pontiac Six. See this triumph
of efficient production and ad
vanced design which makes pos
sible the enjoyment ofsix-cylinder
performance and Fisher body lux
ury at the lowest price in history!

ik

MIOOi: sI DAN

NewLoaerPricettmMlPaaamfKrCarBodyType*
Coups « - «

Sport Roadster

>745
>745

Sport Cabriolet >795
Landau Sedan

De Line Landau Sedan

>845

>925

Ptmrter Sfar De Ltue Delivery, 5585 tn $770. All prten
factory. Delivered pricet include mraimton handling

«t

charges. Easy to pay on the General Motors
Time Payment Pion.

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD

STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager

TELEPHONE 912-W

-----------says that the people are too busy to
post themselves on the intricate
questions of internationalism which
precede war. A mother must be very
busy who can not and will not find
the time to det^ mine whether her
children are to be blown up on the
field of battle. Would not the scrub
woman, at work by the hour polish
ing the stairs of the Capitol, find as
much time for this question as Mrs.
Senator Moses, with one son, or Mrs.
Senator Bingham with seven? Mr.
Smith has always himself been a
very busy man but doubtless he
would prefer to decide whether he is
to fight than to have this question
determined by others. There are not
so many Smiths that one of them
should be thoughtlessly jeopardized
or blown into smithereens.
* * ♦ ♦
The day is bound to come when no
longer one crowd will say that the
people shall fight ai d another crowd
do the fighting. Some day perhaps
the referendum will he established.
When that day ct.mes the law will
be looked upon as no more strange
than was once looked upon that law
whereby women vote and whereby
men and women ought not to drink.
GOOD FOR BATH

THE AUTO PROBLEM
Out In Los Angeles Almost
Everyone Owns One Or
More.
,
bos Angeles, Calif., June 15. 1327
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I saw in The Courier-Gazette re
cently a report of a high numbered
license tag on a Santa Barbara,
Calif, car. In the Westwood News, I
happened to note the enclosed clip
ping of Auto Statistics which may
interest you. 1 can safely state my
belief in the possibility of the state
ments relative to there being one car
to 3.11 persons, for in my Judgment
there are 311 cars to each person,
and many of them are trying to
drive them aff at one and the same
time.
H. E. Chapman.
The clipping to which Mr. Chap
man refers follows:
• • . •
I.os Angeles has more passenger
automobiles than any other city in
the world, with the exception of
New Y'ork, according to an analysis

made by the traffic commission from
figures obtained from the National
Automobile Chamber of Commerce. '
Greater New York, with a popu-1
lat^on of 6,251,000 has 421,212 motor
cars. Los Angeles is next with 332,-!
409 automobiles, Chicago Is third
with 317.433 and Detroit fourth with
308,591. These figures do no^ include
trucks or commercial cars.
New York state leads all states
In the number of automobiles, there
being 1,813,431 registered motor ve
hicles.
California is second with
1,600,475 machines. California leads

all states, however. In persons per
motor car, there being one car to
every 3.11 persons In tho state.
There are only 14 States in the
union having more motor cars than
I.os Angeles county and only 20
states have more cars than are now
registered in tlie city of bos Angeles.
These figures indicate, according
to Dr. Miller McClintock, traffic con
sultant ot the traffic commission,
that the motor car congestion and
traffic safety problems are more se
rious here than in any other section
of the United States.

SAWYER & SIMMONS
UNDERTAKERS
THOMASTON and WARREN
Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing
Thomaston Tel. 21 2-3. Warren Tel. 14-13
81-tf

Rex Pulp Products Co. Will Establish
A New Industry There.
The Rex Pulp Products Co., manu
facturers of pie plates and allied pulp
products, is the new industry which
will be established in the plant of
the Bath Iron Works at Bath, Walter
S. Wyman, president of the Central
Maine Power. Company, announced
Wednesday. This company has just
been incorporated under the laws of
Maine and is sponsored hy some of
the best-known financial interests in
Maine. Massachusetts, New York and
Illinois. It will he a “close” corpo
ration, in that the company will be
free of bonded indebtedness, mort
gages on property, etc., and all its
financial needs has been taken care
of without recourse to public sale of
any of its securities.
Work of renovating the plant of
the former iron company already has
started, and it is expected that the
new company will he in production
by Dec. 1. Approximately 50 men
will be employed at first and this
number will b» gradually increased
later as operations reach capacity.
The company will equip its new
home in Bath with a special type of
machinery that has just heen per
fected for the pulp products industry.
It will have a manufacturing ca
pacity that is said to be twice as
gre^y as any machine now in opera
tion and will control the exclusive
patent rights to it.

Again, would Mr. Heflin speak
with the same complacency in the
face of the enemy as on the floor of
the Senate? Doubtless his oratory
would put the enemy to rout. Would
James Reed have exjiosed his silvery
head to the notice of the Hun with
the same zeal as he sits under tlie
notice of the press gallery? It is a
fair guess that these men would
have been much move content with ob
scurity at the front than they are at
Washington, i So why should not
those who vote war he made to go
where they send others.
• • . .
Those who want to pay Lind
Then comes along Mr. Smith and bergh’s income tax for him could
says that this proposition hy Mr. save money hy paying ours instead —
Houghton is not practicable. He DglUs News.

V. F. Studley Co.
283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

REAL ESTATE
The beat farm I have had put up for sale—
Eight-room house, large barn; 70 acres large pine
lumber lot; 200 cords hardwood; cuts about 18
tons hay; 3'/2 acres all planted; the beet of land;
all farming tools to work with; one truck. All
$5,0C0. Must be sold at once, family leavign town.
On Atlantic Highway, near schools, church and
stores.
76 Hornet; all size Lots; also some acreage with
them

22 Cottages, almost any location
Properties. Florist land and
Buildings
Very email down payments, the rest as rent.

Several

Business

Several House and Cottage Lots in good location.
1 Special Farm with store, gravel pit, 100 acres

land with wood, 5 acres blueberries.

Low price,

$2650.
1 Cottage, fine location, Crescent Beach, with
bathroom and fireplace. To be sold at once, $1400.

In Waldoboro, near school and store; Farm, good
buildings; 85 acres land; plenty wood and hay;
6 cows, 3 horses, 3 hogs, all farming wagons and
sleds: all farming teols; gardens all planted. Must
be sold at once; will take mortgage.

35 Farms, all sizes, almost any location.

Tell us what and where you want your home or cottage. If we haven’t it we can
get it. List your property with us for quick sale. We will pay cash for any
property that is saleable.

